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Level 2 Math Answer Key

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 65

Numbers up to 1,000

Lesson 65 - Page 2Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, scissors

Appendix: Tulip Fields page (Following the 
dotted lines, cut out the pieces on the page.) 
Note: Save the illustrations to use again in 
future lessons.

  Read “Thousands of Tulips” to 
the child, found in the Section 3 
introduction.

  Counting Hundreds
Lay ten tulip fields in front of the child. Point to 
the first tulip field. We know this field has 100 
tulips. Let’s practice counting from one to 100. 
Have the child count the tulips 
in the first field. 

When we count numbers higher 
than 100, we use the same 
pattern. Point to the second tulip field. For 
example, if we start counting on by ones from 
100, we would count on 101, 102, 103, 104, and 
so on. If we start at 150, we would count on 151, 
152, 153, 154. Let’s continue counting on up to 
200. Count aloud with the child from 150 to 200 
pointing to the applicable tulips. 

Practice counting on by 1s from the numbers 
listed below. Count aloud with your child for 
the first number range listed, and then have the 
child complete the other two. 

342–400           681–700              968–1,000

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:   Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Near Doubles:Mental Math Strategy—Near Doubles:
Solve the doubles fact, and then add one more.

  Money:Money:
Write the amount of money shown. Include the 
dollar sign and decimal point.

Count by: 

3s to 30

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

     7
+ 8

    4
+ 5

    9
+ 8

     6
+ 7

     3
+ 4

     5
+ 6

 1
+
8
+
8

Fill in the blanks by counting on from the numbers provided.

256,        ,        , 259,        ,        ,  
315,        ,        ,        , 3 19 ,        ,     
771,        ,        ,        , 775,        ,
909,        ,        , 9 1 2 ,        ,        ,
498,        ,        ,        , 502,        ,

Lesson 65 - Student Worksheet

Numbers up to 1,000
Complete the dot-to-dot by tracing the dots as you skip count aloud by 10s from 0 to 1,000.
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Lesson 66  
Place Value up to 1,000

Materials:
• standard supplies

• 1 six-sided dice        
(optional)

Lesson 66 - Page 6Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: Brick Cards, 1 ten-sided dice

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

Optional Item: 1 six-sided dice

  Jesus Feeds Thousands

Have the child look at the illustration shown 
above as you read the following scripture.

Matthew 14:19–21 says, “And He commanded 
the multitude to sit down on the grass, and took 
the five loaves, and the two fishes, and looking 
up to heaven, He blessed, and brake, and gave 
the loaves to His disciples, and the disciples to 
the multitude. And they did all eat, and were 
filled: and they took up of the fragments that 
remained twelve baskets full. And they that had 
eaten were about five thousand men, beside 
women and children.” 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:   Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Make 10 & Then:Mental Math Strategy—Make 10 & Then:
Solve the making ten math fact and add what remains.

  Money:Money:
Write the amount of money shown. Include the 
dollar sign and decimal point.

Count by: 

4s to 40

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

     7
+ 4

     9
+     3

    3
+ 8

     6
+ 5

     5
+ 7

     4
+ 8

 1
+
2
+
8
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Lesson 66 - Bonus Activity

17
 –

 9
 =

19 – 7 =

6

13 – 6 =

1 8

14
 –

 8
 =

18 – 5 =

12
 –

 7
 =

9

15 – 5 =

5

10 – 7 =

2

11 – 7 =

7

11

11 
– 

9 
=

10

13

16
 –

 7
 =

4

20
 –

 9
 =

3

12

Solve the Puzzle
Cut out the pieces below on the dotted lines. Put the puzzle together by matching up the 
subtraction facts with the correct answers. Glue the pieces on a piece of paper to see and 
color the final picture.

 Page 1

17 9 15

11 7 13

$17.75

11 12 11

12 12 11

$20.63

257 258 260 261 262
316 317 318 320 321
772 773 774 776 777
910 911 913 914 915
499 500 501 503 504

* * This is a known typo in the 
Math Level 2 document. The 

correct answer is "8". This will 
be corrected in future editions.
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Lesson 66 - Student Worksheet

Number Search
Expanded Form

Write the expanded form for each number in the top chart. Then find and circle 
each number’s expanded form in the number search at the bottom.

70 300 600 100 0 9

200 70 8 900 90 500

600 6 900 30 400 30

20 400 50 800 60 2

4 90 3 700 10 1

+

+

Number      Expanded Form

532         500 + 30 + 2

278

109

862

490

376

624

711

953

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 67

Greater Than/Less Than to 1,000
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: 4 sets of 0–9 Numbered 
Game Cards, equal sign card, less than symbol 
card, greater than symbol card

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker 

  The Gardener

Emma wandered alongside her mother through 
the rows of tulips, enjoying all the wonderful 
colors. As she came to the end of the field, 
she saw a man crouched down close to the 
ground. He wore a plaid shirt and a tan vest. 
The vest was covered with pockets filled with 
an assortment of gardening tools. “What is he 
doing?” Emma asked her mother.

“That’s the gardener. It looks like he is planting 
more tulips!” 

  Greater Than/Less Than
Look at the rows of tulip fields on the next page. 
There are two different colors of flowers. Each 
of the fields has 100 tulips in it. The last field in 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Adding 9:Mental Math Strategy—Adding 9:
Solve the math facts by adding 10 and then taking away 1.

  Money:  Money:  
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

6s to 60

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

     9
+     3

    4
+   9

     6
+ 9

     9
+ 7

     5
+ 9

       4
+ 10  
   14 - 1

     9
+     8

Level 2 Math

neither player receives a point. Place used 
cards in the discard pile and continue until 
one player reaches 10 points. If you run out 
of draw pile cards, shuffle the discard pile 
and create a new draw pile.
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Lesson Answers: (a) red (b) 406 (c) 4 (d) 4 (e) 6 (f) 0 (g) 400 (h) 399 
(i) hundreds (j) 4 (k) 3 (l) red (m) 382 red tulips < 387 yellow tulips

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Pizza Parlor Palooza

How?  Follow the directions for Pizza Parlor 
Palooza listed in the Game Instructions 
booklet (found in the Math Activity Box).

Lesson 67 - Student Worksheet

The tulips are grouped in hundreds, with some extra growing alongside. Count the number of each color of tulip and 
write the total in the corresponding colored box. Then compare the number of tulips in the same row using the greater 
than or less than symbol. Write the symbol in the white circle between the two groups.

Write the number of tulips that coordinates with the colors below and insert the greater than or less than symbol.

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 68

Numbers, Digits, Evens, Odds
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: 0–9 Numbered Game Cards,  
One Hundred Chart

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, dry-erase sleeve

  Digits 
Turn to the Numbers and Digits poem included 
with this lesson. Read the poem aloud while the 
child looks at the corresponding pictures. 

Today, we are going to talk about the difference 
between a number and a digit. Have you ever 
heard of a digit? What do you think it is? Pause 
for response. I will read the poem to you one 
more time. Listen closely and see if you can 
figure out what a digit is and how it is different 
from a number. Read the poem to the child one 
more time. Ask the child if he or she knows the 
difference between a number and a digit. If 
needed, explain to the child that a number tells 
us an amount of something. Digits are just the 
symbols zero through nine. 

Write the number “264” on the dry-erase board. 
This number is 264. The number 264 could 
stand for 264 flowers in a tulip field, or it could 
stand for 264 days until your next birthday. The 
number 264 has three digits in it. Point to each 
digit, one by one, as you say: The 2 is a digit in 
264. The 2 stands for the number 200 because 
it is in the hundreds place. The 6 is a digit in 264. 
The 6 stands for the number 60 because it is in 
the tens place. The 4 is also a digit in 264. The 4 
represents 4 ones because it is in the ones place. 
There are three digits in the number 264. Erase 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Counting Down:Mental Math Strategy—Counting Down:
Solve the math facts by counting down.

  Money: Money: 
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

7s to 70

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

    13
−       5

    12
−      3

     1   1
−       3

    15
−        4

    14
−     3

     1   1
−       4

 Page 2

13 12 17

14 16 15

$8.80

$1.94

9 8 7

11 11 8

200 + 70 + 8
100 + 0 + 9

800 + 60 + 2
400 + 90 + 0
300 + 70 + 6

600 + 20 + 4
700 + 10 + 1

900 + 50 + 3

347 374v

425 254v

195 v 519

195 254v 347 254v 425 195v
347 195v 425 519v

519 347 374 425 254 374v v v
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Lesson 68 - Student Worksheet

Practice and Review
Write the digit that is in the hundreds place.               Write the digit that is in the tens place. 
       

418 965  784 192

Fill in the missing numbers in this sequence.  

627, 629, 631,

Fill in the blank with the < or > sign. 

328 99 175 420 607 67

Solve the following math equations.

     27
+  95

     35
+   82

    65
+   55

    99
+  47

    36
+  89

, ,

Level 2 Math Lesson 68 - Page 19 1

Lesson 68 - Bonus Activity

48
5

21
3

35
6

38
9

50
7

74
4

77
3

82
0

99
6

48
2

Materials:
• standard supplies

• a ball or item to 
toss (optional)

Lesson 69
Skip Counting by 8s

Lesson 69 - Page 21Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker  

Optional Item: a ball or item to toss

  Spiders
Spiders are fascinating creatures, 
and though small in size, their 
skills are undeniable. Made for 
climbing, their long spindly legs carry them 
to the highest heights or the lowest, smallest 
of holes. The innate way in which they spin 
their webs is an amazing manifestation of the 
God-given abilities each animal and insect has 
been blessed with. 

Though there are many different kinds 
of spiders, they all have some similar 
characteristics. Each spider has two main 
sections to its body: a head and thorax section 
and an abdomen section (usually the largest 
part of a spider). Probably the most well-known 
characteristic of spiders is that each and every 
one has eight legs. 

  Eight Legs
Can you think of a way for us to find out how 
many legs two spiders have altogether? Pause 
for response. How could you figure out how 
many legs six spiders have altogether? Pause for 
response. 

We can easily count how many legs there are 
in a group of spiders by skip counting by eight. 
Remember, skip counting is when we do not 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Counting Up:Mental Math Strategy—Counting Up:
Solve the math facts by counting up from the lower number.

  Money: Money: 
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

7s to 70

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

    13
−       8

    12
−      9

     1  1
−       9

    15
−    1 3

    14
−    1 1

     1  1
−       8
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Lesson 69 - Student Worksheet

Look at the five numbers below. First, list these numbers from least to greatest, 
starting at the left-hand side. Then, circle the even numbers.

789789 632632 141141 992992 518518

Begin skip counting by 8s on the top of the web, moving from the outside to the 
inside of each section. Rotate clockwise as you continue to skip count. When you 
reach 80, start again at eight.

8

72

24

56

8

40

40

72

8

Start

   StudentStudent Workshee Worksheett

8

 Page 3

4 9 8 9

628 630 632

vv v

122 117 120 146 125

$1.59

3 5 3

3 2 2

141141 518518 632632 789789 992992

16
24
32

485664

8

40

7280816

24
32

40

48
56
64
72
80

8
16

24
32

40 48 56 64

72
80

8
16
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Lesson 69 -Bonus Activity
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Materials:
• standard supplies

• a world map or 
globe (optional)

Lesson 70
Add/Subtract Tens and Hundreds
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Brick Laying in Progress 
Work Mat, Base Ten Bricks; Optional items for 
the game: 1 set 1–10 and 1 set 3–13 Numbered 
Game Cards, subtraction symbol card, equal 
sign card, Game Instructions booklet

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, scissors

Optional Item: a world map or globe

  Netherland Bricks 
Emma, the girl we have been reading about, 
lives in Europe in a country called the 
Netherlands. (Optional) Help the child find 
the country of the Netherlands on a map or 
globe. This is a picture of one of the streets 
in the Netherlands. Look closely at the street. 
What does it look like the street is made of? 
Pause for response. Many of the streets of the 
Netherlands are paved with bricks, giving the 
streets a decorative patterned look. 

  Subtracting & Adding Tens
Let’s pretend that you are helping lay bricks to 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Take Away 9:Mental Math Strategy—Take Away 9:
Solve the math facts by taking away 10 and adding back 1.

  Money: Money: 
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

8s to 80

 14
− 9

 1 7
− 9

 15
− 9

 1  3
− 9

 1 6
− 9

 1  8
− 9

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.
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Lesson 70 - Student Worksheet

Cut out the triangles below. Match each equation to the correct answer. Continue until all of 
the equations and answers are matched. What shape does the puzzle make?

Triangle 
Puzzle

271 + 100

195 – 40

99
9 –

 10

1 10 + 20

500

80
0 

– 
30

0

371

989

532 – 100

10
1 +

 70
0

50 + 30

342 – 30 22
7

290 – 10

86

73
3 +

 5
0 902 310

655 – 100 40
0

77 – 20

57

200 + 200

280

55
5

610 – 300

80

80
2 

+ 
10

0783

432

76
+1

0

130

327 – 100

31
2801

155

Lesson 71
Three-Digit Addition 
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Base Ten Bricks, Brick Laying 
in Progress Work Mat

Optional Item: access to YouTube.com 

  Windmills in the Netherlands

We learned in a previous lesson that Emma 
lives in a country called the Netherlands. When 
people think of the Netherlands, they often 
think of windmills. The Netherlands is currently 
home to approximately 1,200 windmills. What 
do you think they use the windmills for? Pause 
for response. 

Windmills have many purposes, including grinding 
grain, sawing wood, and creating electricity. 
Originally, one of the main purposes of windmills 
in the Netherlands was to pump the water from 
the land. Much of the land of the Netherlands 
is very low, often lower than the nearby ocean. 
In the past, the land was often flooded with 
water. Many windmills were built and used to 
pump the water off the land. Depending on the 
child’s interest, you may want to spend a few 
minutes at the end of the lesson watching short 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:   Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math:Mental Math:

  Money: Money: 
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

8s to 80

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

138
−   1 0

 7 2
−   1 0

 4  3
+   1 0

403
−   1         0    0

8   3      1
+   1         0    0

6  2  5
+        1 0

Materials:
• standard supplies

• access to 
YouTube.com 
(optional)

 Page 4

$0.47

6 8 5

9 7 4

53

$16.31

62 128

635 931 303
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the others. Have the child write “168 + 153” in 
the area provided below. 

Using the bricks, have the child add the numbers 
in the ones column. Guide the child to trade 10 
single bricks for a ten-brick stick and place it in the 
tens column. Have the child write a “1” below the 
equation in the ones column and then carry the 
other 1 and write it at the top of the tens column. 
Next, have the child add the bricks in the tens 
column. Do the same as before; however, this 
time guide the child in trading 10 ten-brick sticks 
for 1 hundred-brick block. Have the child write 
a “2” in the tens column below the equation 
and a “1” up above in the hundreds column. 
What does the 1 at the top of the hundreds 
column represent?h Now have the child add the 
hundred-brick blocks and write the number in 
the hundreds column below the equation.i

  Adding Windmills #4–5
Using the area at the top of the next column, 
have the child add the number of windmills in 
Gelderland and North Brabant.j Then have the 
child add the number of windmills in Gelderland 
and South Holland.k If needed, guide the child 
through the process and allow the child to 
use the bricks. If the child was able to add the 
numbers in #3 with ease, he or she may not need 
the bricks.

Lesson Answers: (a) 93 (b) 77 (c) 170 (d) 153 (e) 226 (f) 379 (g) 
When the bricks in each column were added together, none of 
them needed to be regrouped. (h) The 10 ten-brick sticks that 
were traded in for a hundred-brick block. (i) 321 (j) 300 (k) 394

Lesson 71 - Page 31

+      

tens oneshundreds

+      

tens oneshundreds
Gelderland and North Brabant Gelderland and South Holland

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Symmetry Picture #2

How? Finish the picture by copying the boxes 
that are on the left side onto the right side, so  
it is symmetrical on either side of the center 
line (the line of symmetry).

Source1: Dutch Windmill and Watermill Database, May 18, 2019, 

https://en.molendatabase.nl/nederland/

+      

tens oneshundreds
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Lesson 71 - Student Worksheet

Solve the following equations. Then solve the 
secret postcard message by writing the letter 
on the line over the matching answer.

905 793 610 512

639 732 639

8 1 1 732 941 793

791

775 732
U  !

LLRRVVOO AA

687
 124+

2 1 8
294+

715
226+

245
365+

471
26 1+

YY DDMM II EE

549
356+

427
348+

274
365+

526
265+

376
417+

from Holland

,

   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 72

Regrouping with Money
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: 7 dimes, 12 pennies 

Appendix: Paper Money (previously cut out 
from Part 1 Appendix)

  Adding Money by Regrouping
Do you know when the first dollar bill was 
printed? Pause for response. The first dollar 
bill was printed in 1862! Today, we use dollar 
bills to purchase many different things. Can you 
think of some items that can be purchased with 
one dollar? Pause for response. We also have 
additional bills that are worth higher values, 
like the 5-dollar, 10-dollar, or 20-dollar bill, for 
purchasing items that cost more than one dollar. 

Let’s pretend that you are at the toy store 
looking for a birthday present for your cousin. 
You find two toys that you would like to buy. 
One costs $12.27. The other toy costs $21.45. 
Let’s figure out how much money both toys cost 
together. Use the paper money and coins to 
lay out the cost of each toy. Lay it out in rows 
as shown on the next page. Leaving the money 
arranged as you placed it, have the child tell 
you how much money is in the first row and 
then the second row. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Math Facts Practice:Math Facts Practice:

  Money:Money:
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

8s to 80

392
+   10

924
-   10 

 158
+ 10

 182
- 100

     9 1
+100

703
-   10 $12.27

$21.45

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.
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Lesson 72 - Student Worksheet

For each shopping cart shown below, write the amount for each item in the cart in the adjacent white 
boxes. (Each dollar sign and decimal point will have its own white box.) Add the amounts together to find 
the total price of the items in the cart. Don’t forget to bring down the dollar sign and decimal point!

$3.75

$4.99

$2.99

$1.24

 Page 5

168

$0.22

914 402

693 191 82

Level 2 Math

the others. Have the child write “168 + 153” in 
the area provided below. 

Using the bricks, have the child add the numbers 
in the ones column. Guide the child to trade 10 
single bricks for a ten-brick stick and place it in the 
tens column. Have the child write a “1” below the 
equation in the ones column and then carry the 
other 1 and write it at the top of the tens column. 
Next, have the child add the bricks in the tens 
column. Do the same as before; however, this 
time guide the child in trading 10 ten-brick sticks 
for 1 hundred-brick block. Have the child write 
a “2” in the tens column below the equation 
and a “1” up above in the hundreds column. 
What does the 1 at the top of the hundreds 
column represent?h Now have the child add the 
hundred-brick blocks and write the number in 
the hundreds column below the equation.i

  Adding Windmills #4–5
Using the area at the top of the next column, 
have the child add the number of windmills in 
Gelderland and North Brabant.j Then have the 
child add the number of windmills in Gelderland 
and South Holland.k If needed, guide the child 
through the process and allow the child to 
use the bricks. If the child was able to add the 
numbers in #3 with ease, he or she may not need 
the bricks.

Lesson Answers: (a) 93 (b) 77 (c) 170 (d) 153 (e) 226 (f) 379 (g) 
When the bricks in each column were added together, none of 
them needed to be regrouped. (h) The 10 ten-brick sticks that 
were traded in for a hundred-brick block. (i) 321 (j) 300 (k) 394
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+      

tensones hundreds

+      

tensones hundreds
Gelderland and North BrabantGelderland and South Holland

   Bonus Independent Activity Bonus Independent Activity
Symmetry Picture #2

How? Finish the picture by copying the boxes 
that are on the left side onto the right side, so  
it is symmetrical on either side of the center 
line (the line of symmetry).

Source1: Dutch Windmill and Watermill Database, May 18, 2019, 

https://en.molendatabase.nl/nederland/

+      

tensones hundreds

639 791 793 775 905

732 610 941 512 8 1 1
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 73

Adding Three Two-Digit Numbers

Lesson 73 - Page 37Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: Base Ten Bricks, Brick Laying 
in Progress Work Mat, domino cards

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Tulip Bulbs
Many types of flowers bloom in the spring and 
then die at the end of the summer. The plant is 
dead and will not grow again. New seeds must be 
planted and sprout the next year in order for new 
flowers to grow. These flowers are called annuals.

Other types of flowers appear to die at the 
end of summer; however, under the ground 
the roots of the flower are still alive. The next 
spring as the earth warms, the flower sprouts 
and grows again. These types of flowers often 
have bulbs that hold the nutrients the plants 
need to stay alive underground. These flowers 
are called perennials.

Today, we are going to read a story problem 
about tulip bulbs, and we’ll learn how to add 
three two-digit numbers together.

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Fact Families:Mental Math Strategy—Fact Families:
Solve by thinking of the fact-family addition facts that 
correspond with the subtraction facts. 

  Numbers Before and After:  Numbers Before and After:  

Count by: 

8s to 80

    12
−  5

   15
–  8

   1  4
− 6

   1  5
− 6

    13
–  8

   1  6
−  7

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

688
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Lesson 73 - Student Worksheet

Receipt for #2Receipt for #1 Receipt for #3

Receipt for #4 Receipt for #5 Receipt for #6

+

+++

+ +

27¢ 37¢ 49¢ 23¢

78¢ 65¢99¢

Vases

Flowers

Example

 7  8¢
 4  9¢
    3  7¢

    1 6  4¢

Vase

Flower

Flower

Shopping 
for 

Flowers

Use the prices for the vases and the flowers to find the cost 
for each floral arrangement. Write the prices for the vase 
and two flowers on the matching receipt. Add and regroup 
to find the total cost. For optional review, convert the final 
cost to dollars and cents.
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Lesson 73 - Bonus Activity

Find 
the 

Quadrilaterals
Find and outline at least ten quadrilaterals in this image. Remember that a quadrilateral 
is any shape that has four straight sides. Hint: Quadrilaterals can be made by overlapping 
shapes!

Materials:
• standard supplies

• colored paperLesson 74
Mosaics
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Lesson
Standard Supplies: scissors

Additional Items: several pieces of colored 
paper (any colors)

  Visiting St. Joseph’s Cathedral
Emma stepped inside St. Joseph’s Cathedral. 
It was absolutely beautiful! She noticed the 
vaulted ceilings, the detailed architecture, and 
the stained glass windows above her. Emma’s 
father came up next to her and pointed at the 
floor. “Look at the mosaic,” he said. Emma stared 
in amazement. The floor was covered with 
thousands of small tiles arranged in a way that 
created beautiful patterns and shapes. Her father 
explained that a mosaic is a picture or pattern 
created by small pieces of tile, glass, or stone. 

“Wow! This must have taken a long time to 
create,” exclaimed Emma. She imagined placing 
each tile carefully to create this masterpiece.

Her father, always eager to teach a lesson, 
casually replied, “It looks like a lot of math to me.” 
Emma stared at her father with a puzzled look. 
He continued, “It’s true that it is beautiful, but 
look at the reflectional and rotational symmetry, 
the patterns in groups of fours, sixes, and tens! 
Look at all the different shapes, lines, and angles! 
Wow! The floor is just covered in math!” 

Emma was amused, but then she stopped in 
the quiet reverence of the building and thought 
to herself, “I never realized how math could be 
found everywhere, even in art. Math is useful 
and beautiful, too!”

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:Skip Counting: 

  Addition:Addition:
HINT: Add the numbers easiest to add together first.

  Numbers Before and After: Numbers Before and After: 

Count by: 

8s to 80

  2
    1
+ 7

  2
   3
+ 5

     9
           3
 +7

     4
           7
 +5

     3
           3
 +4

      2
           6
 + 8

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

 791

9
+
10

 Page 6

8 7 7

9 5 9

687 689

790

19 10 10

16 10 16

792

7 8¢
4 9¢
2 7¢
15 4¢

9 9¢
4 9¢
4 9¢
19 7¢

7 8¢
4 9¢
2 3¢
15 0¢

6 5¢
3 7¢
2 7¢
12 9¢

9 9¢
3 7¢
2 3¢
15 9¢

6 5¢
2 7¢
3 7¢
12 9¢
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Lesson 74 - Student Worksheet

Solve the following equations to find the color key for the mosaic below. Color each 
numbered box according to the color key. Not all of the colors will be used. 

Mystery MosaicMystery Mosaic

123123
+88+88

429429
+167+167

685685
+153+153

592592
+129+129

367367
+474+474

242242
+149+149

287287
+207+207

456456
+154+154

138138
+44+44

173173
+789+789

596 596

596 211 211 211 211

211 211

211 211 211 211 211

596 596 596 596 211 211 596 596 596 596 211 211 596 596 596 596

596 596 211 211 211 211 596 596 211 211 211 211 596 596 211

391 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211

391 391 211 211 211 391 391 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211

211 391 391 211 182 182 610 182 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211

211 211 391 182 182 182 494 182 182 211 211 211 211 838 838 838 211 211 211 211

211 211 391 182 182182 182 182 182 182 211 211 838 838 838 211 211 211 211 838

211 391 391 211 182 182 182 182 211 211 211 721 721721 721 721 211 211 838 838

391 391 211 211 211 391 211 211 211 211 721 610 721 721 721 721 721 838 838 211

211 211 962 211 211 211 211 211 211 721 721 494 721 721 721 721 721 838 211 211

962 211 211 962 211 211 962 211 721 721721 721 721 838 721 721 721 838 211 211

211 962 211 962 211 962 211 211 211 211 721 721 721 838 838 721 721 838 838 211

962 211 962 211 211 211 962 211 962 211 211 721 721 721 721 721 211 838 838 838

962

962

962

211

211

962

962

211

962

211

962

962

211

211

962

962

962

962

211

211

962

211

211

962

962

211

962

211

962

962

211

211

962

211

211

211

838

211

211

838

838

211

838

838

211

211

838

211

211

211

211

211

962

962

211

211

962

838

211

211
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Lesson 74 - Bonus Activity

Kids Flying Kites
Look at the addition equations on each child’s clothing. Solve using a dry-erase board 
and marker. Then draw a string from the child to the kite with the correct answer. Two of 
the kites will not be used. 

452452 251251 254254

580580

892892 591591
695695

990990
793793 452452

155155 361361

  234
+1 2 7

659
+2 33

    1 3 1    
+ 1 20

734
+256

3 83
+208

137
+1 1 7

124
+328 358

+337

448
+345 361

+219

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 75

Comparing Money
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: 4 quarters, 8 dimes, 4 
nickels, 7 pennies 

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker 

Appendix: Paper Money (previously cut out 
from Part 1 Appendix)

  Converting Cents to Dollars
Emma wanted to buy a special birthday gift for 
her friend, Sara. More than anything, Sara loved 
the beautiful variety of tulips found on the tulip 
farm. Emma counted out her money to see how 
much she could spend on a special bouquet of 
freshly cut tulips for her best friend.

Have the child count the money above and then 
write the answers to the following questions on 
the dry-erase board. How much money does she 
have in cents?a Now circle 100¢. 100¢ equals $1. 
How many cents are left over?b How do you write 
the total amount as dollars and cents?c

You just wrote the same amount of money in 
two different ways. Write “167¢ = $1.67” on the 
dry-erase board. One hundred sixty-seven cents 
equals 1 dollar and 67 cents. Look at how it is 
written in cents. Point to “167¢” on the dry-erase 
board. Notice how the digit in the hundreds place 
is the same number of dollars it equals. That is 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Fact Families:Mental Math Strategy—Fact Families:
Solve by thinking of the fact-family addition facts that 
correspond with the subtraction facts. 

  Numbers Before and After: Numbers Before and After: 

Count by: 

8s to 80  

      1 1
–  3

      1 1
 –  6

     1 1
 –  5

      1 1
–      7

      1 1
 –         4

      1 1
 –  8

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

999
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Lesson 75 - Student Worksheet

Comparing Money
Count the money and write the amount on the space provided. Determine which 
amount is more and write    or   in the circle to indicate the greater amount.

.$.$

.$.$

.$.$

.$.$

.$.$

.$.$

< >

 Page 7

6 5 8

3 7 4

998 1,000

211211 596596 838838 721721 841841

391391 494494 610 182182 962962

62 33

v

v0 0

05 1 321

0 80 0 85<

1 95 v 2 28

1 31 v 0 60

2 12 2 45v
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Complete these color patterns:

We learned in the story of Pierre de Fermat that he loved to write letters to his friends about what he 
was learning. Use the outline below to write a letter to a friend about the math concepts that you have 
been learning this year. 
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   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Pyramid Puzzle

How?  Follow the directions listed on the 
“Lesson 76—Bonus Activity” page included with 
this lesson.

Dear ____________________________________, 

This year I am studying math in The Good and the Beautiful Level 2 Math Course Book! 

My favorite thing that I have learned about so far is ____________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

I am really excited to learn more about _______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

Math is so interesting!  

Sincerely,

Lesson Answers: (a)  42, 49, 56; 24, 28, 32; 30, 36, 42 
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Lesson 76 - Student Worksheet

Add.

63
72
 1 9+

2 7
73
35+

Add.
482
 379+

383
519+

 127
785+

348
276+

 14
 7–

 1 7
 8–

 16
 9–

 1 2
 7–

Subtract.Write in expanded form.

482 = + +

995 = + +

209 = + +

846 = + +

Underwater Review

Circle the even numbers. Then order 
all the numbers from least to greatest.

784

398

95

567

361

766

, ,

, ,

,
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Lesson 76 - Bonus Activity
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 77

Double-Digit Subtraction
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Base Ten Bricks, single 
bricks, Subtraction Street Game Mat, 1–2 game 
pawns, 1 equal sign card, 1 subtraction symbol 
card, 4 sets of 0–9 Numbered Game Cards, 
Game Instruction booklet 

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Butterflies of the Netherlands
Butterflies are one of the many amazing 
creatures God placed on earth. Did you know 
that butterflies can be found on every continent 
except for Antarctica? There are over 28,000 
species of butterflies in the world. 

In the Netherlands, the country where Emma 
lives, there is a large variety of native butterfly 
species. Three of these species are the Peacock 
butterfly, the Common Blue butterfly, and the 
Small Tortoiseshell butterfly.

Let’s pretend you are visiting a butterfly 
conservatory in the Netherlands. A conservatory 
is a large indoor habitat where the temperature is 
kept perfect for a butterfly’s life cycle. 

While visiting the butterfly conservatory, you 
see 55 Peacock butterflies and 31 Common Blue 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Twenty Frame:Mental Math Strategy—Twenty Frame:
Picture in your mind a twenty frame with dots, and 
then picture moving the pieces that are subtracted.

  Numbers Before and After:Numbers Before and After:

Count by: 

8s to 80   

     13
 –  7

  12
 –  4

     14
 –  5

 17
 –  8

 1 5
 –  7

  14
 –  8

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

699

Peacock Butterfly Common Blue 
Butterfly

Small Tortoiseshell
Butterfly

 Page 8

9 8 6

6 8 9

698 700

Complete these color patterns:

We learned in the story of Pierre de Fermat that he loved to write letters to his friends about what he 
was learning. Use the outline below to write a letter to a friend about the math concepts that you have 
been learning this year. 
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   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet

   Bonus Independent Activity Bonus Independent Activity
Pyramid Puzzle

How?  Follow the directions listed on the 
“Lesson 76—Bonus Activity” page included with 
this lesson.

Dear ____________________________________, 

This year I am studying math in The Good and the Beautiful Level 2 Math Course Book! 

My favorite thing that I have learned about so far is ____________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

I am really excited to learn more about _______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

Math is so interesting!  

Sincerely,

Lesson Answers: (a)  42, 49, 56; 24, 28, 32; 30, 36, 42 

Complete these color patterns:

We learned in the story of Pierre de Fermat that he loved to write letters to his friends about what he 
was learning. Use the outline below to write a letter to a friend about the math concepts that you have 
been learning this year. 
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   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet

   Bonus Independent Activity Bonus Independent Activity
Pyramid Puzzle

How?  Follow the directions listed on the 
“Lesson 76—Bonus Activity” page included with 
this lesson.

Dear ____________________________________, 

This year I am studying math in The Good and the Beautiful Level 2 Math Course Book! 

My favorite thing that I have learned about so far is ____________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

I am really excited to learn more about _______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

Math is so interesting!  

Sincerely,

Lesson Answers: (a)  42, 49, 56; 24, 28, 32; 30, 36, 42 

Complete these color patterns:

We learned in the story of Pierre de Fermat that he loved to write letters to his friends about what he 
was learning. Use the outline below to write a letter to a friend about the math concepts that you have 
been learning this year. 
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   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet

   Bonus Independent Activity Bonus Independent Activity
Pyramid Puzzle

How?  Follow the directions listed on the 
“Lesson 76—Bonus Activity” page included with 
this lesson.

Dear ____________________________________, 

This year I am studying math in The Good and the Beautiful Level 2 Math Course Book! 

My favorite thing that I have learned about so far is ____________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

I am really excited to learn more about _______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

Math is so interesting!  

Sincerely,

Lesson Answers: (a)  42, 49, 56; 24, 28, 32; 30, 36, 42 

Complete these color patterns:

We learned in the story of Pierre de Fermat that he loved to write letters to his friends about what he 
was learning. Use the outline below to write a letter to a friend about the math concepts that you have 
been learning this year. 
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   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Pyramid Puzzle

How?  Follow the directions listed on the 
“Lesson 76—Bonus Activity” page included with 
this lesson.

Dear ____________________________________, 

This year I am studying math in The Good and the Beautiful Level 2 Math Course Book! 

My favorite thing that I have learned about so far is ____________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

I am really excited to learn more about _______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________.

Math is so interesting!  

Sincerely,

Lesson Answers: (a)  42, 49, 56; 24, 28, 32; 30, 36, 42 

400 80 2

900 90 5

200 0 9

800 40 6

7 7 9 5

154 135

861 902

912 624 95 361 398

567 766 784
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Lesson 77 - Student Worksheet

Solve each two-digit subtraction equation below to find the wingspan of the butterfly. 
Then write the answer in the table according to the butterfly shown.

Butterfly Subtraction

99
− 10

Monarch

86
− 52

Gray 
Hairstreak

98
− 13

Black 
Swallowtail

    87
−  61

Spring Azure

75
− 22

Two-Barred 
Flasher

58
− 2 1

97
− 45

European Peacock

78
− 38

Small
Tortoiseshell

89
− 1 1

Eastern Tiger
Swallowtail

Wingspans of Butterflies Native to the Netherlands & North America

Common Blue
European 
Peacock

Small 
Tortoiseshell

Eastern Tiger 
Swallowtail

Monarch Gray 
Hairstreak

Black 
Swallowtail

Spring Azure Two-Barred
FlasherBu

tt
er

fl
y 

Sp
ec

ie
s

C
om

m
on

 W
in

gs
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n
(m

m
)

Common Blue

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 78

Subtraction with Regrouping
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Base Ten Bricks, Brick Laying 
in Progress Work Mat 

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker 

  Sharing with Others

Look at this beautifully detailed painting by 
William-Adolphe Bouguereau. What items in 
the painting did the artist paint with a lot of 
detail?a What items do not have a lot of detail?b 
Why do you think the artist painted some things 
with great detail and others with very little 
detail? Pause for response. The artist wants 
us to focus our attention on the girls and what 
they are doing. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Subtract 10 Mental Math Strategy—Subtract 10
Subtract down to 10 and then subtract the rest. 

  Numbers Before and After:Numbers Before and After:

Count by: 

8s to 80

 13
-     6

 13
-     4

    12
-      3

 13
-      5

 17
-       8

 15
-      8

“At the Fountain” by William-Adolphe Bouguereau (1825–1905)

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

  12
− 2 
− 1

 354

 Page 9

353 355

9 9 7

7 9 8

37 52 40

78 89 34

85 26 53

37 52 40 78 89 34 85 26 53
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Lesson 77 - Bonus Activity

Use the coordinates and color key below to fill in the squares on the coordinate 
grid. When you complete all the coordinates listed, use reflectional symmetry to 
copy the picture on the other side of the middle line. 

Black

(C,8) (D,7) (D,6) 

(D,5) (D,4) (D,3) 

(D,2) (D,1)

Orange

(A,7) (A,6) (A,5) 

(A,3) (A,2) (A,1) 

(B,7) (B,4) (B,1) 

(C,6) (C,2)

Yellow

(B,6) (B,5) (B,3) 

(B,2) (C,5) (C,4) 

(C,3)

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H

Coordinate Symmetry

Level 2 Math

Lesson 78 - Student Worksheet

Solve the subtraction facts listed at the bottom of the page. Then find each fact 
in the number search with the correct answer. The facts are listed horizontally, 
vertically, and diagonally. The first one has been done for you.

Subtraction Facts Number Search

11 5 6 5 13 7 5 9 15

3 9 9 17 8 9 14 16 8

7 5 8 11 7 13 6 7 7

14 14 12 15 8 8 8 9 14

8 8 5 13 11 3 14 5 8

6 11 7 4 15 12 8 11 16

13 13 6 9 16 3 12 8 5

11 7 5 12 11 4 7 12 9

15 6 9 13 8 13 5 8 13

1 1  – 5 = 

16 – 7 =

14 – 6 =

1 1  – 4 =

14 – 8 =

12 – 8 =

1 1  – 7 =

12 – 5 =

12 – 7 =

13 – 4 =

13 – 5 =

13 – 6 =

1 1  – 3 =

13 – 7 =

13 – 8 =

14 – 5 =

15 – 6 =

1 1  – 8 =

15 – 8 =

17 – 8 =

6

6
7
8
9

4

4

8
9
5
7

7

8

9
9
5
6

3

7
9

Lesson 78 - Page 60  

* This equation does 
not have a fact in the 

search.

*
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 79

Subtraction Regrouping Continued

Lesson 79 - Page 61Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: pencil, green crayon or 
colored pencil (optional) 

  Peas in the Pea Pod
Emma pulled a pea pod from the vine and 
dropped it in her bucket. She breathed in the cool 
morning air and smiled. She loved being out in the 
family garden, especially in the early morning. 

“Mom,” Emma called down the row to her 
mother, “my bucket is nearly full.” 

“Mine is too,” Mom called back. “I’m just going 
to finish this row, and we’ll take them inside. You 
can eat a few if you’d like.” 

Emma sat down and opened one of the pea 
pods. There, nestled in the pod, were ten 
small peas. Emma popped a few in her mouth. 
Delicious! she thought to herself. There’s 
nothing quite like fresh veggies from the garden. 

  Subtracting Peas Practice
Have you ever eaten peas from a pea pod? 
Pause for response. Pea pods can hold 
anywhere from just a few peas to more than 
ten peas. For today’s activity, we are going to 
pretend that our pea pods have ten peas in 
each. We’ll use the peas to practice subtracting. 

Let’s pretend that you have 67 peas. You eat 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Solve Using Mental Math Strategies:  Solve Using Mental Math Strategies: 
HINT: Add the numbers easiest to add together first!

  Numbers Before and After: Numbers Before and After: 

Count by: 

8s to 80

    

  9
  4
+   2

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

 500

    

  6
   1
+  7

    

  3
   2
+  8

    

  8
  3
+  5

    

  6
  3
+   4

    

  3
  6
+   7

Level 2 Math

Lesson 79 - Student Worksheet

Solve the following subtraction equations using the peas. Each pod of peas 
contains 10 peas. Write on the equation any borrowing that you have to do. 
Write the answers below the equations.

42
 25–

63
 57–

50
 34–

44
    1 8–

39
 28–

26
  1 9–

8 1
54–

53
 29–

Peas 
from theGarden 

Lesson 79 - Page 63

Lesson 80
Regrouping Practice

Materials:
• standard supplies

• 1 blank piece of 
paper

Lesson 80 - Page 64Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: Brick Laying in Progress 
Work Mat, Base Ten Bricks, Castle Tours game 
mat, 2 ten-sided dice, and the Game Instruction 
booklet

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, colored pencils 

Additional Supplies: 1 blank piece of paper 

  Castles of the Netherlands
Many hundreds of years ago, during the 
Middle Ages, the kings and queens of Europe 
built castles to live in. The strongest of castles 
were made of stone or brick and were built for 
protection. Many of these castles still stand 
today, and visitors from all over come and tour 
these fascinating buildings. The Netherlands is 
home to hundreds of castles. The pictures shown 
thoughout this lesson are of castles that are still 
standing in the Netherlands today. 

  Regrouping Practice
Lay the Brick Laying in Progress Work Mat and 
the Base Ten Bricks on the table. Let’s pretend 
that one of the king’s men was finishing one 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition: Three-Digit Addition:

  Order from Least to Greatest: Order from Least to Greatest: 

  789, 103, 974, 248, 712

Count by: 

3s to 30

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

Castle Doorwerth

  6  7  8
+    3     1     7

  4  5  3
+  2  5  8

Level 2 Math

Lesson 80 - Student Worksheet

Solve the equations listed below. Then follow the instructions that match the answer. 
Use a blank piece of paper to draw the image as instructed.

Build a Castle

If the answer is...

Draw as many windows on 
the castle as the answer to 
the equation. 45

39–

Even, draw 
grass around 
the castle.

Odd, draw 
water around 
the castle.

45
 19–

Even, draw a 
sunny sky. 

Odd, draw a 
cloudy sky. 

80
55–

Even, draw 
four towers 
on the castle. 

Odd, draw 
two towers
on the castle. 

76
58–

Even, draw a 
castle with 
three sections.

Odd, draw a 
castle with one
section. 

93
27–

Even, draw a 
rounded
castle door.

Odd, draw a 
rectangular
castle door. 

54
26–

Even, draw blue 
flags on the 
towers. 

Odd, draw red 
flags on the 
towers.

63
42–

Even, draw 
two birds flying 
in the sky. 

Odd, draw 
one bird flying 
in the sky. 

87
44–

Lesson 80 - Page 66

 Page 10

501

7 1 1 995

15 14 13

16 13 16

499

103 248 712

789 974

17

13

6

15

16 26

1 1 7

27 24

4 1 1

1

1 1

3

1

7 4

66 25

18 28

2 1 43

26 6
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 81

Logic Puzzles

Lesson 81 - Page 68Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Mathematicians
In this course you have been learning about 
some mathematicians from history. You have 
been exploring some skills that mathematicians 
use to solve problems. You have also learned 
that you can be like a mathematician and find 
solutions to puzzles. Sometimes we have to 
be persistent when we don’t see the answer 
right away. Do you know what it means to be 
persistent? Pause for response. Persistence 
means to keep trying even if you don’t find 
the answer right away. Have you ever been 
persistent? Pause for response. Perhaps you 
have been persistent when learning to ride a 
bike, play a sport, or play a musical instrument. 
There are a lot of times in our lives when we 
will have to be persistent to find solutions. It’s 
important for you to know that you can be a 
solution finder! Today, we are going to practice 
our solution-finding skills.

  Draw the Image
Look at this image of a house. 
This image is made by drawing 
straight lines and never picking 
up your pencil or going over a 
line a second time. Try to copy 
this shape on the dry-erase board 
without picking up your marker or tracing over a 
line twice (although, you may cross over a line). 
Allow the child several attempts on the dry-erase 
board. After several tries, if the child still hasn’t 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition:Three-Digit Addition:

  Time: Time: 

Count by: 

4s to 40

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

: : 

  3  7  2
+    4     1     5

    1     2  9
+  6  7  8

Level 2 Math

box on the top row. Now let’s look at the first 
column. We have “6 + 6 + (some number) = 13.” 
What number should we put in that empty box?e 
Continue working through each row and column 
to help the child fill in all the missing numbers. 

You are an excellent solution finder! As you work 
through puzzles and hard things in math and in 
life, remember to be persistent. 

As the old proverb says:

’Tis a lesson you should heed:

Try, try, try again.

If at first you don’t succeed,

Try, try, try again.

Lesson 81 - Page 70

    Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Domino Regrouping

How? Shuffle the domino cards and lay them in a facedown pile. Have the child turn over the top two 
domino cards and lay them horizontally on the table. Keeping each card the direction it was laid down, 
place the larger number above the other and copy the numbers as an equation on the dry-erase 
board. (For example, if the 5:2 and 4:7 are drawn, the child should write “52” above “47” on the 
dry-erase board.) The child will then solve the equation, using regrouping if needed. Repeat five times.

Two-player game option: Have each player follow the activity shown above, and then compare each 
other’s answers. The player with the lower answer earns a point. The first player with five points wins. 

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet
Whose Balloon Is It?

How? Read each clue to find out which balloon 
belongs to each child. Place an “X” in each box 
that cannot be that child’s balloon and a smile in 
the box that represents the child’s balloon.

+ + =

=
+

+
=

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

6 144

6 7 15

13 16 10

Lesson Answers: (a)                                   (b) no (c) yes (d) Sal 
and Spot, Jim and Annie, Jen and Belle, Dan and Fito  (e) 1

Step 1 Step 2 

  52
- 47

Whose Balloon Is It?

3. Kim’s balloon has no string.
4. Matt’s balloon is small.

 1. Meg’s balloon is red.
2. Jon’s balloon is a circle.

Clues:

Meg

Jon

Kim

Matt

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 82

Practice

Lesson 82 - Page 71Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: Base Ten bricks, Brick Laying 
in Progress Work Mat, Game Instructions 
booklet, Castle Tours Game Mat, 2 ten-sided 
dice

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
markers, dry-erase sleeve

  Sharing Tulips
Emma watched as the gardener cut the stems of a 
few tulips that were starting to fade. “Why do you 
cut off the flowers before they die?” she asked.

“Well,” said the gardener, “these tulips are 
starting to fade, and when we cut them back, the 
nutrients go back into the roots. This makes them 
stronger so we have more flowers next year.”

Emma sighed. 
Tulip season was 
almost over, and 
the beautiful tulips 
wouldn’t bloom 
again until next year. 
She looked at the 
wheelbarrow full 
of cut flowers. The 
gardener followed 
her gaze.

“Even though these 
tulips are fading, they can still bring happiness 
and beauty to people around us,” he said. “Why 
don’t you gather up as many as you can carry 
and take them to some of your friends?”

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition: Three-Digit Addition: 

  Time: Time:  

Count by: 

6s to 60

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

  3  9     1
+    3  7 3

   6     1   6
+  3  2  8

: : 

Level 2 Math Lesson 82 - Page 73

Lesson 82 - Student Worksheet

Subtraction ReviewSubtraction Review
Solve each of the subtraction equations in the grid below. Once you 
have finished, plot each of your answers in the box at the bottom by 
drawing an “X” above the corresponding number.

9  1
− 54

74
− 65

93
− 75

66
− 29

62
− 1 3

85
− 67

96
− 18

53
− 16

47
− 38

9 18 37 49 78

Answers

807 7 8 7

1 23 10 14

1

944 764

4 34 12 47

4

5

2

4 10

) :x x x

) : x x x

) :x x

) :

x

x x x

37 9 1 8

37 49 1 8

78 37 9

xx
x

xx xx x x

18 16 18

15 15 17

18 14 13
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Level 2 Math Lesson 83 - Page 84

Lesson 83 - Bonus Activity

Rooster Mosaic
Numbers to 1,000

Use the color key to color the mosaic tiles. Look at the number in each tile. Find what 
range the number falls in. Use the color with the correct range to color the tile.

0 - 200 201 - 400 401 - 600 601 - 800 801 - 1,000

13 150
27

199 98
73

82
143
34

855
801

203

46

110
89

67

132

225

214

78

174

241

236

19131

250 264

24
275 297

281 302 315
693

412602401

478

445
661

456638

423

467
711

328

720

702

629684

675

489

498
509

656

347

434 527

739

545518

739

647

748

351
372

336
363207

218

224

392

381

241

257

230

795

721

554

752

536
515

139

173 359

192 372

205 41

390

197
389

5562

649

635

923

451

173

39347

289

271 381

73

64

257

73

328
22

363

185

226 

18

218

81

231

46
2

48
4

61
0

67
9

47
3

62
1

147

152

21

11

334

166

267

245

58
1

79
2

60
1

57
2

56
3

262

29
0

131

111

62
2

107

128

81

97

314

24451

59
5

43

95
3

615

1,0
00

737 454 732

831
742

899

799

800
735 61590

1

411

72
3

511

463

571

715

521

753

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 83

Graphs of Data up to 1,000 

Lesson 83 - Page 74Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, colored pencils

  Picture Graph
The Netherlands is famous for its beautiful 
tulips. There are over 3,000 different tulip 
varieties! The tulips vary not only in color but 
also in petal shapes and petal numbers. 

The graph shown here is a type of graph called 
a pictograph because it uses pictures to display 
data. Data is a word that means information. 
What type of information or data is shown on 
this graph? Pause for response. Point to the tulip 
symbol in the key. Each tulip symbol represents 
100 tulips, as shown in this key. We can use this 
graph to interpret and analyze data. For example, 
we can look at the pictures on this graph to 
determine how many of each type of tulip are at 
the tulip farm.  

Creme Upstar

Varieties of Tulips at the Farm

Claudia

Lustige Witwe

Yellow Flight

Each flower = 100 tulips

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition: Three-Digit Addition: 

  Time: Time:  

Count by: 

7s to 70

  5  4  6
+     2   9  4

   2  8 4
+   1   5  4

: : 

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

Level 2 Math Lesson 83 - Page 77

Lesson 83 - Student Worksheet

An ecosystem is a system of living things and their habitat. This is a graph of animals that live within 
the Yellowstone ecosystem. Scientists use graphs just like this to know if an ecosystem is healthy. 
You are going to think like a scientist by reading the graph and answering the questions below.

How many animals does one footprint represent? Which animal is there the most of?

There are two species of 
bears in Yellowstone. How 
many more grizzly bears are 
there than black bears? 

There once were about 500 coyotes 
in Yellowstone, but that number went 
down when wolves were brought back. 
That is because wolves and coyotes were 
competing for the same food. How many 
fewer coyotes are there now?+

Ecosystem Study

Grizzly Bear

Black Bear

Gray Wolf

Moose

Coyote

Estimated Number of Animals in Yellowstone National Park

Coyotes and wolves are both 
dog-like predators, but 
coyotes are smaller. How many 
dog-like predators are there 
altogether?

−

Bears

Bears

Bears

Dog-like
predators

−

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

−

Coyotes

Coyotes

Coyotes

= 100 animalsEach footprint

Gray wolves have always been an important 
part of the Yellowstone ecosystem, but they 
were all killed by hunters. In 1995, scientists 
brought 31 gray wolves back to Yellowstone. 
By looking at the graph, find how many more 
wolves there are now than in 1995.

Dog-like
predators

Dog-like
predators

Materials:
• standard supplies

• a small non-
transparent bag or 
cup

Lesson 84
Review

Lesson 84 - Page 79Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: mini measuring tape, wooden 
mini 3D figures (excluding the hexagonal prism, 
triangular prism, and one hemisphere), Game 
Instructions booklet, Castle Tours Game Mat, 2 
ten-sided dice

Standard Supplies: ruler, dry-erase sleeve, 
dry-erase markers

Additional Supplies: a small non-transparent 
bag or cup

  Measurement Review
So far we have learned how to measure using 
inches, feet, yards, millimeters, centimeters, and 
meters. Show me about how long an inch is by 
using your fingers. Show me about how long a 
foot is with your hands. Pause for response. How 
many feet are in a yard?a Inches, feet, and yards 
are all part of the imperial system, which is used 
in the United States. 

Show me on your ruler how long a millimeter is. 
Pause for response. Show me on your ruler how 
long a centimeter is. Pause for response. How 
many centimeters are in a meter?b

  Measurement Search
We are going to go on a hunt around the house 
to find items with certain measurements. Let’s 
read each box at the top of the next page, and 
then see what you can find. Allow the child to 
search for the items on his or her own, helping 
only as needed. Help the child to write the item 
in the space provided, or allow him or her to 
draw a small picture of the item.

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition: Three-Digit Addition: 

  Time: Time:  

Count by: 

8s to 80

  4   8  5
+     3  6 7

   8  6 3
+           5  8

: : 

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

5 27

438 8 4 0

11 59

3 46

9 2 1 8 5 2

9 12

700

550

150

250

100

350

100

3 1

69

500

250

250

100 Moose
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Level 2 Math Lesson 84 - Page 80

An object 
about 1 foot, 6 
inches long:

An object 
about 16 

centimeters 
long:

An object 
about 1 yard, 
1 foot, and 4 
inches long:

An object 
about 5 

millimeters 
long: 

An object 
about 1 meter 

long:

S
P
H
E
R
E
H
C
L
O
Y
G
W
C
U
B
E

A
V
I
V
T
P
R
U
I
P
F
D
E
E
A

L
P
C
N
S
H
G
U
I
C
N
M
B

R
Z
H
I
H
N
Y
L
O
Y
K

D
I

M
N
A
T
C
B
D

Y
E
B
T
E
L
X

H
D
C
V
V

A
E
Y

R

B
V
I
R
T
E
Y
A
I
R
F
D
E
E
S

Y
P
G
N
R
L
R
U
A
C
N
M
V

R
D
H
E
I
P
Y
M
O
Y
N

D
I

M
N
R
T
I
B
W

G
E
D
I
E
D
L

Q
E
S
V
M

R
M
O

N

  3D Shape Review
Place the wooden mini 3D figures in the small 
non-transparent cup or bag. Have the child 
reach in the bag, feel one shape, and name 
the shape before pulling it out of the bag. If 
it is the correct shape, he or she can find the 
name of that shape in the word search. 
If not, put it back in the bag. Continue 
until all the shapes have been 
drawn out of the bag. Here is a list 
of the possible shapes:

  Castle Tours—Version #1
Follow the directions for Castle Tours Version #1 
listed in the Game Instructions booklet.

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

Lesson Answers: (a) 3 (b) 100

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Mystery Number #2

How? Fill in the blank blue boxes in the puzzle 
shown here to complete the addition facts so 
that the equations are true both vertically and 
horizontally. 

+ + =

=
+

+
=

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

8 2 18

7 2010

2

19

8

+ +

+ +

sphere

cube

cylinder

cone

pyramid 

hemisphere 

rectangular prism

Level 2 Math Lesson 84 - Page 81

Lesson 84 - Student Worksheet

Measuring LinesMeasuring Lines
Measure each patterned line 
in the drawing below with the 
unit indicated. Record your 
measurements in the boxes. 
After you are done, you can 
color in the drawing to 
create a piece of artwork.65 20 80 52MillimetersMillimeters

4 12 8 6CentimetersCentimeters

2 4 7 1InchesInches

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 85

Three-Digit Subtraction with 
Regrouping

Lesson 85 - Page 82Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: Brick Cards

  The Common Swift
“And God said, Let the waters 
bring forth abundantly the 
moving creature that hath 
life, and fowl that may fly 
above the earth in the open 
firmament of heaven.” 
(Genesis 1:20) 

There are about 10,000 
different species of birds in 
our world today. One unique bird is the common 
swift. This amazing bird spends more than 90 
percent of its life in the air. Many common swifts 
live in Europe, and some settle in the wetlands 
of the Netherlands. They eat insects as they 
fly through the air and land only to lay eggs in 
spring. In July, many begin a long migration for 
winter down to parts of South Africa. 

Let’s pretend it’s July, and we are birdwatching 
in the Netherlands wetlands. One of the park 
rangers tells us there are 895 common swifts 
that live here, but 167 common swifts have left 
to migrate to Africa. Let’s find out how many 
common swifts have not left the wetlands.   

To solve this story problem, we need to subtract 
the number of birds that left. Look at the 
equation written in the boxes at the top of the 
next page. Why is the number 895 listed first?a 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Solve Using Mental Math Strategies:Solve Using Mental Math Strategies:

  Time:Time:

Count by: 

2s to 20

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

2   5   6
+   1         0    0

4  3   1
−   1         0    0

9 6 4
−   1         0    0

5 4 3
−       1             0

6   7  2
+        1             0

3  1 1
+        1             0

: : 2 07

356

6 53

331 864

682 533 321

8

20

4 14

3

13

Level 2 Math Lesson  85 - Page  85

Lesson 85 - Student Worksheet
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69
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23
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–D
ay

 1

75
1

21
9

–D
ay

 2

81
5

47
3

–D
ay

 3

39
1

23
6

–D
ay

 4

92
3

  8
2

–D
ay

 5

85
1

21
2

–D
ay

 6

93
2

 18
9

–D
ay

 7

53
2

42
7

–D
ay

 8

45
8

53
2

34
2

15
5

84
1

63
9

74
3

10
5

1
8

4
1

1
1

1

8
7

8
1

4
1

128
1

2
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Lesson 86
Rounding to the Nearest Ten

Lesson 86 - Page 86Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, 1 penny

  What is Rounding?
Write “27 + 73” and “30 + 70” on the dry-erase 
board. Which of the following math equations 
would be easiest for you to add in your mind: 27 
+ 73 or 30 + 70?a Why? Pause for response.

It is easier to add 30 plus 70 because we only 
have to think about adding groups of ten. Today, 
you will be learning a skill called rounding to the 
nearest ten. That means we are going to learn 
how to change a number to be a multiple of ten. 
Have the child count by 10s to 100. When you 
count by 10s, you are saying all the multiples of 
ten. Let’s think back to the example I gave above. 

  What is Rounding?
Both 20 and 30 are multiples of ten. Is the 
number 27 closer to 20 or 30?b

Both 70 and 80 are also multiples of ten. Is the 
number 73 closer to 70 or 80?c

You just rounded 27 and 73 to the nearest ten!

  Over the Hill
Emma was given the task of taking a wagon full 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Near Doubles:Mental Math Strategy—Near Doubles:
Solve the doubles fact and add one more.

  Time:Time:
Draw the time on the clocks.

Count by: 

3s to 30

Materials:
• standard supplies

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

       7
+   8

    4
+ 5

    9
+ 8

     6
+ 7

     3
+ 4

     5
+ 6

 1
+
8
+
8

: 4  27 : 1  04
Level 2 Math Lesson 86 - Page 89

Lesson 86 - Student Worksheet

Rounding  Riddle
For each problem, write the number on the number line. Then round that number to the nearest ten by 
circling the correct answer on the number line. Solve the riddle by writing the letters next to the correct 
answers in the blank spaces at the bottom of the page.

What begins with an “E” but 
only has one letter?

1 -

2 -

3 -

4 -

5 -

6 -

7 -

8 -

9 -

10 -

43

76

28

35

81

59

96

3

64

5

A B

E N

G E

R N

V A

T E

P L

O  I

P S

T E

40 50

70 80

20 30

50 60

80 90

30 40

90 100

0 10

0 10

60 70

    1         2                  3        4         5         6        7        8        9        10

Lesson 87
More Rounding to the Nearest Ten

Lesson 87 - Page 90Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: 4 sets 1–9 Numbered Game 
Cards, Brick Laying in Progress Work Mat, Base 
Ten Bricks

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Ordering Fruit
Emma’s dad owns a small neighborhood grocery 
store. One day Emma was helping her dad order 
different items to sell at the store. 

“Yesterday, we sold 120 bananas, 80 apples, and 
30 oranges. I keep track of how much we sell 
each day so I can make sure to order enough 
next time.”

“That’s odd. You sold exactly 120 bananas, 80 
apples, and 30 oranges. Those numbers are all 
multiples of ten!” Emma observed.

Emma’s dad explained, “That’s a good 
observation, but, no, we didn’t sell those exact 
amounts. I rounded to the nearest 10 because 
single pieces of fruit aren’t that important. 
I’m looking at the bigger picture, and rounded 
numbers are easier to do math with. In this 
case, the few extra pieces of fruit won’t make a 
big difference to the total amount.”

In the table on the next page, have the child 
round the number of apples sold to the nearest 
ten.a If the child needs help rounding, ask him 
or her which two multiples of ten the number 
is between. Then have the child identify how 
many ones there are.b Remind the child if there 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Counting Down:Mental Math Strategy—Counting Down:
Solve the math facts by counting down.

  Time: Time: 
Draw the time on the clocks.

Count by: 

4s to 40

Materials:
• standard supplies

• sidewalk chalk 
(optional)

  14
− 	6

    1  3
− 	4

 1    1
− 	5

 1  3
− 	5

 1  2
− 	4

 1    1
− 	4

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

: 8  54: 12  36
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180. Notice that the hundred place value didn’t 
change at all because we are rounding to the 
tens place. 

Write “235” on the dry-erase board and have 
the child make the number with the bricks 
on the work mat. What is 235 rounded to the 
nearest 10?i Explain what you do to build that 
number into the rounded number. Pause for 
response. We trade 5 single bricks in for another 
ten-brick stick to make 240.

One by one, write the following numbers on 
the dry-erase board and have the child write 
the number rounded to the nearest ten: 572, 
785, 103, 979, 406.j

  Choose Your Activity
Choose one of the two following activities to 
play with the child:

Rounding Battle (Tens Place Version)

Combine two sets of 1–9 Numbered Game 
Cards and shuffle. Without looking at the 
cards, divide the deck into roughly three 
equal piles and place them facedown in 
front of the first player. Do the same with 
the remaining two sets, placing the three 
different piles in front of the second player. 

Each player turns over the top card in each 
pile to create a three-digit number. Each 
player then rounds his or her number to 
the nearest ten 
and writes that 
number on the 
dry-erase board. 
Whichever 
player has the 
highest rounded 
number wins the 
round. Play for 
ten rounds.
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   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

Lesson Answers: (a) 80, 50, 30 (b) 9, 5, 2 (c) exact 
number=156, rounded number=160 (d) rounded (e) similar 
(f) 50 (g) 50 (h) 180 (i) 240 (j) 570, 790, 100, 980, 410

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Complete the Pattern #2

How? Have the child complete the patterns 
below.

Kinesthetic 
Learners

 For kinesethetic learners, 
go outside with chalk and 
draw number lines between 
two multiples of ten. Have 
the child stand on a number 
and then round it to the 
nearest ten and walk to 

the answer. 

17 9 15

11 7 13

4
1
+
+
4

7
1
+
+
7

5
1
+
+
5

3
1
+
+
3

6
1
+
+
6

6 9 8

7 8 8

43

76

28

59

81

35

96

3

64

5
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Lesson 87 - Student Worksheet

Emma is taking a bike ride through the park. Using a crayon or colored pencil, trace 
the brown line in front of her bike. When you come to a large number, round the 
number to the nearest tens place and follow the path through the correct number. 
Emma will have reached her destination when you reach the star. 

Let's Take a RideLet's Take a Ride
Lesson 88

Rounding to the Nearest Hundred

Lesson 88 - Page 94Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: 4 sets 1–9 Numbered Game 
Cards

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Review Rounding to the Tens Place

We are going to round 375 to the nearest tens 
place. Underline the number in the tens place.a 
When we round a number to the tens place, 
which place value helps us know whether to 
round up or down?b Have the child circle the 
ones place. 

Look at the number line shown here. The dots 
at each end of this number line represent the 
two nearest tens places to 375. What are the 
two tens places that 375 is between?c If needed, 
have the child number the number line with the 
numbers before and after the 375. 

What is 375 rounded to the nearest ten?d How 
did you know to round up to 380 rather than 
round down to 370? Pause for response. Yes, if 
we have 5 or more in the ones place, we round 
up. If we have less than 5 in the ones place, we 
round down. 

  Rounding to the Hundreds Place
This time let’s round 375 to the hundreds place.  
When we round to the nearest hundreds place, 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Adding 9:Mental Math Strategy—Adding 9:
Solve the math facts by adding 10 then taking away 1.

  Greater Than/Less Than: Greater Than/Less Than: 
Insert the greater than/less than symbol.

Count by: 

6s to 60

Materials:
• standard supplies

     9
+     3

    4
+   9

     6
+ 9

     9
+ 7

     5
+ 9

        4
+ 10
 14 - 1

     9
+     8

   485       584      689       681

     113        743     69        609

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book. 375

592592
726726
9 15
843
398
324
999
527
1 1 1
92
754
622
555
206
48
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Lesson 88 - Student Worksheet

Round the number in the first column to the nearest ten and the nearest hundred.

ForestForest
Tens & HundredsTens & Hundreds

Rounded to nearest ten Rounded to nearest hundredNumber

v
v v

v

13 12 17

14 16 15

10
13 − 1
+

3
10

18 − 1
+

8

10
15 − 1
+

5
10

17 − 1
+

7
10

16 − 1
+

6

590 600
730 700
920 900
840 800
400 400
320 300

1,000 1,000
530 500
1 10 100
90 100

750 800
620 600
560 600
210 200
50 0

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 89

Estimation Using Rounding
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Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  How Many Shoes?
Emma and her mother walked down the busy 
street. Emma loved taking trips with her mother 
into Amsterdam and looking in the souvenir 
shops that lined the streets. She especially loved 
going into the store that sold all the little wooden 
shoes. They had shoes of all sizes: from a few 
inches long to ones that were large enough for an 
adult. The people of the Netherlands no longer 
wear wooden shoes, but Emma loved the stories 
her grandmother would tell her of wearing them 
when they worked in the fields or were out 
fishing. Grandmother had told her that the shoes 
were designed to protect their feet from fish 
hooks and farm tools.  

Emma looked around the little shop at all of the 
colorful shoes. “There are so many!” she said.

The store clerk looked up from the box he was 
packing. “There are 
212 shoes on this 
wall,” said the store 
clerk, pointing to the 
wall next to Emma, 
“and 324 on the wall 
behind you.” 

“Wow!” said Mom. 
“That’s about 500 
beautiful shoes!”

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Solve Using Mental Math Strategies:  Solve Using Mental Math Strategies: 
HINT: Add the numbers easiest to add together first!

  Time:Time:    Draw the time on the clocks.

Count by: 

7s to 70

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

    

         6
          8
+     6

    

        5
         2
+     8

    

        6
         4
+     9

    

           1
          8
+     9

    

        6
         7
+     3

    

        2
         6
+     8

10  027  27: : 

20 15 19

18 16 16

8+
12

10+
5 9+

10

8+
10

10+
6 6+

10
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Lesson 89 - Student Worksheet

728	-	506	≈													–													=

82	-	17	≈													–													=

	221	+	568	≈													+													=

	93	+	79	≈													+													=

495	-	173	≈													–													=

75	-	58	≈													–													=

	338	+	384	≈													+													=

	92	+	64	≈													+													=

Approximate each answer below by first rounding each number to the nearest ten (for two-digit numbers) 
or hundred (for three-digit numbers) and then adding or subtracting. Draw a line matching your answer 
with the correct wooden shoe.

	57	+	23	≈													+													=
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Lesson 89 - Bonus Activity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81

91

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Skip
 counting

by 3s

Skip
 countingSkip
 counting

by by 44ss

Skip
 counting

by 6s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81

91

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Skip
 counting

by 7s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81

91

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Skip
 counting

by 8s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81

91

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Skip
 counting

by 9s

Read the color key for each hundreds chart. Color in the skip 
counting pattern according to the color and pattern in the key. 
Skip counting by 5s is shown for you on the right.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81

91

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Ski
p counting
by 5s

Skip Counting Hundred ChartsSkip Counting Hundred Charts

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81

91

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81

91

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Lesson 90
Game Day
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Brick Cards, Numbered 
Game Cards, Castle Tours Game Mat, 2 
ten-sided dice, 2 game pawns, 1 equal sign 
card, 1 subtraction symbol card, Game 
Instructions booklet, Subtraction Slides Game 
Mat

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, 2 dry-erase 
markers, paper and pencil, dry-erase sleeve

Additional Supplies: 2 blank pieces of paper

  Who Has More?
Shuffle the Brick Cards together into one draw 
pile and place them in the middle of the playing 
area. To play, each player will draw five cards 
and sort them according to place value. On the 
dry-erase board, have the child write the total 
for each player’s cards. Then have the child 
place the greater than, less than, or equal to 
symbol between the two numbers. The player 
with the larger number wins that round and 
gets a point. 

Keep the numbers written on the dry-erase 
board and continue playing the same as before, 
for a total of four rounds. The player with the 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Counting Up:Mental Math Strategy—Counting Up:
Solve the math facts by counting up from the lower number.

   Numbers Before and After:   Numbers Before and After:

Count by: 

8s to 80

Materials:
• standard supplies

• 2 pieces of paper

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

    12
−      8

     1  2
−        9

    1  1
−       8

    12
−      7

     13
−        8

     15
−       7

489

230 > 113   32 < 311
  104 < 131 122 > 41

32, 41, 104, 113, 122, 131, 230, 311

Player 1 Player 2

Round 1 Round 2

Round 3 Round 4 
(shown below)

List from least 
to greatest

60 20

700 500

80 20

200 600

90 80

500 200

80 60

300 400

90 60

4 8 5

5 3 3

488 490
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Lesson 90 - Student Worksheet

If the answer . . .

Rounds to  100  
cross out

Rounds to 200    
cross out

74
+ 57
    131

1

Rounds to  200  
cross out

Rounds to  300  
cross out

1 1 8
+ 106

2
Rounds to  200  
cross out

Rounds to  300  
cross out

174
+ 98

3
Rounds to 300  
cross out

Rounds to 400  
cross out

297
+ 78

4

Rounds to 500  
cross out

Rounds to 600  
cross out

334
+ 175

5
Rounds to  500  
cross out

Rounds to 600    
cross out

299
+ 286

6
Rounds to 700  
cross out

Rounds to 800  
cross out

581
+ 161

7

Rounds to 700  
cross out

Rounds to 800  
cross out

466
+ 325

8
Rounds to 800  
cross out

Rounds to 900  
cross out

479
+ 396

9
Rounds to 900  
cross out

Rounds to 1,000  
cross out

534
+ 458

10

key

?

??

? Emma visited a local bakery for a slice of 
cake. Follow the instructions to find out 
which slice of cake she ate. Next, round 
the answer to the nearest hundred. Circle 
the correct answer and then follow the 
directions for the clue. Note: The first one 
has been done for you.

Cake CluesCake Clues
?

?

?

?
? ?

key

x

224 272 375

509 585 742

791 875 992

x xx
x

x x
x

x
x
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 91

Section Review
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: 2 ten-sided dice

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, colored pencils

  Review Rounding and Estimating

Look at the children in this painting. Do you 
think they enjoy being outside with the geese? 
Pause for response. Would you like to feed 
these geese with the children? Pause for 
response. These children have come down to 
the bank of this pond to watch the ducks and 
geese swim, eat, and fly. 

This chart 
tells us 
how many 
geese the 
children 
fed each 
day this 
week.

Remember, when you hear the word “about,” 
that means that we will approximate or give 
our best estimate. How can we figure out about 
how many geese the children fed on Monday 
and Tuesday?a Pause for response. We can do 
that by rounding the number of geese fed from 
Monday and Tuesday to the nearest ten before 
adding them. Fifty-four rounds down to 50, and 
23 rounds down to 20. What is 50 + 20?b They 
fed about 70 geese on Monday and Tuesday. 
Have the child use the above chart to work 
through each of the following questions on the 
dry-erase board. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Money: Money: 
Write the amount of money shown in two 
different ways. 

Count by: 

 6s to 60

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

Day Number of Geese Fed

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

54

23

65

48

 33

$    .     ¢  

“Gänsefütterung” by Alexander Koester (1864–1932)

890 89
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Lesson 91 - Student Worksheet
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 92

Section Assessment
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Lesson
There are 41 total points possible for this 
assessment. Anything below 33 points is less 
than 80%. Please see the “About This Course” 
section in the front of the Part 1 course book 
for further information on administering 
assessments. The answers to this assessment are 
found in the Level 2 Answer Key.

Math Activity Box: coins, paper dollars, Base 
Ten Bricks (as needed)

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Oral Assessment
1. One at a time, write the following numbers 

on the dry-erase board and have the child 
name the number: 843, 698, 913. 3 points 
possible

2. Say the following numbers aloud, and 
have the child write the numbers on the 
dry-erase board: 307, 759, 120. 3 points 
possible

3. Place the following coins and dollars in 
front of the child and have him or her 
identify the total. 4 points possible

1 $5 bill, 2 $1 bills, 3 quarters, 1 dime, 3 
pennies

1 $10 bill, 1 quarter, 1 dime, 6 nickels

3 $1 bills, 4 dimes, 2 nickels, 6 pennies

2 quarters, 1 dime, 3 nickels, 4 pennies

4. Using the paper money and coins, have the 
child create the following amounts. 2 points 
possible

$12.36   $7.19

5. One at a time, write the following equations 
on the dry-erase board and have the child 
tell you the answer. The child must solve 
these equations mentally. 4 points possible  

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:  Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Money:  Money: 
Write the amount of money shown. Include a 
dollar sign and decimal point. 

Count by: 

 7s to 70

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas
list in the About This Course

section of the
Part 1 course book.

1  6  9
−	100

  5  8
+ 1  0

3  1  7
+ 100

9  5
−	1 0

$22.40
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Section 3 - Assessment Continued

 No Student WorksheetNo Student Worksheet 

  Bonus Independent Activity: Child’s ChoiceBonus Independent Activity: Child’s Choice

  Written Assessment
1. Write each of the following numbers in expanded form. 3 points possible

590 = +             + 

277 =     +                 +

801 =   +                         +
2. Write the greater than or less than symbol in the circle between each set of numbers. 3 points 

possible

533      795        967       976       98      290
3. Write the six numbers from the last problem in order from least to greatest. 1 point possible

___________, ___________, ___________, ___________, ___________, ___________

4. Solve the following addition equations and subtraction equations. 12 points possible (2 per 
addition equation, 1 per subtraction equation)

5. Round the following numbers. 6 points possible

Round to the nearest 10:     Round to the nearest 100:

 67             35               92         584           117              653

  3  74
+ 4 6 8

  789
+ 1 1  3

  2  6 5
+ 3 2 8

4 8 7  
+ 45 3

  9  8
−	65

  7 3
−	3	 1

  6  4
−	2  9

8   1  
−	4 3

500 90 0

200 70 7

800 0 1

v v v

98 290 533 795 967 976

842 902 593 940

33 42 35 38

70 40 90 600 100 700

$7.88
$10.65
$3.56
$0.79

69 68 417 85

1
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Materials:
• standard supplies

• a world map or 
globe (optional)

Lesson 93
Fractions
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Fraction Pieces 

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

Optional Supplies: world map or globe

  Read “The Pizzeria” to the child, found 
in the Section 4 Introduction.

  Pieces of Pizza
Do you like pizza? Pause for response. If the child 
answers “yes,” then ask what toppings he or she 
likes best. Pizza was first created a couple hundred 
years ago in the country of Italy. If desired, help 
the child find Italy on a map or globe. When it 
was first created, it was only eaten by those who 
were poor and needed an easy way to take their 
food with them while they went to work. Since 
then the love of pizza has spread all across the 
world and is enjoyed by people of all backgrounds.   

Today, we are going to use pictures of pizza to 
learn about fractions. Look at the first picture 
shown below. Here we have one whole pizza.

Write “1 pizza” at the top of the empty box next 
to the picture. Do you think you could eat this 
whole pizza by yourself? Pause for response. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
    Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Think of the math fact you know, then add ten.

  Rounding:Rounding:
Round the following numbers to the nearest 100.
          456              832                512

 

Count by: 

8s to 80

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

    12
+   8

    13
+   5

    12
+   4

    14
+     3

    1   1
+   7

    15
+   4

739                  875                    149

Level 2 Math

Lesson 93 - Student Worksheet

Cut (by drawing lines) and color the following pizzas according to the fraction shownCut (by drawing lines) and color the following pizzas according to the fraction shown. 

Write the amount of colored pizza in the empty boxes.Write the amount of colored pizza in the empty boxes.

Solve the following review problems. Solve the following review problems. 

Round to the nearest tens place.  Round to the nearest tens place.  

Round to the nearest hundreds place.  Round to the nearest hundreds place.  

8686 5353 125125

371371 529529 850850

Pi za ProblemsPi za Problems

11
22

11
44

33
44

22
44
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16 18 20

19 18 17

500 800 500

700 900 100

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 94

Thirds
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Fraction Pieces

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, colored pencils

  An Equal Share
Matteo’s excitement was bubbling over, much 
like the pot he was using to cook a delicious 
meal for his two closest friends: Angela and 
Roberto. In the past, he had helped prepare 
food in the family restaurant, but today was the 
first time he would be sharing the food he made 
with his friends. He wondered if they would like 
what he made. He worked so hard to make sure 
everything came out just right!

Angela and Roberto were pleased to be served 
a small margherita pizza, a loaf of ciabatta 
bread, and a plate of six pizzelles for dessert. His 
friends’ mouths watered at the smell of Italian 
herbs and spices!

The three friends needed to divide each food 
item into three equal amounts to share between 
them. Draw lines on the pictures above to show 
how you would divide each item into three 
equal shares. Pause and allow the child to 
divide the pictures with little guidance. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
    Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Add and subtract multiples of ten.

  Rounding:Rounding:
Round the following numbers to the nearest 10.
          234              675                489

 

Count by: 

8s to 80

254
+ 30

   192
−   50

   134
+   60

693
+  70

 287
+   30

679
− 40

123                  958                    257

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

194
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Lesson 94 - Student Worksheet

Under each cheese wheel, write the fraction of cheese eaten by the rat (the white empty area 
of the circles). Then add the thirds together to determine how many thirds each rat ate.

Ratso

Whiskers

Chewy

Templeton

3
+

3
+

3
+

3
= Thirds

Which rat ate the most thirds?

3
+

3
+

3
+

3
= Thirds

3
+

3
+

3
+

3
= Thirds

3
+

3
+

3
+

3
= Thirds

Cheesy Fractions

2 2 2 3 9

3 1 2 2 8

1 2 1 1 5

2 1 2 2 7

Templeton

2
4

1
2

3
4

1
4

90 50 130

400 500 900

142 284

639 317 763

230 680 490

120 960 260
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 95

Skip Counting by 9s
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: ten-sided dice (optional)

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker 

  Baseball Teams
The sport of baseball uses the 
number nine for many different 
things. Each team has nine 
players, a baseball game has 
nine innings (or rounds of play), 
and the bases are 90 feet apart. 
How many groups of ten does the number 90 
have?a So today, we are going to use the sport of 
baseball to learn to skip count by 9s. 

Let’s pretend we are watching a baseball 
tournament between ten baseball teams. A 
tournament is when multiple teams play a series 
of games to determine a winner. Take a look at 
the baseball teams shown on the bottom of the 
next page. What do you notice about each team? 
Pause for response. If we count the number of 
players on each team, we will notice each team 
has nine players. Let’s find out the total number 
of players competing in the whole tournament. 

One way we can quickly count the total number 
of players is to count by 9s. To skip count by 
9s, we start with the number 9 and add 9 each 
time we count. Have the child count each of the 
teams at the bottom of the next page and write 
the number of players that have been counted.b

The green chart on the next page shows how the 
numbers increase each time we add 9. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Add and subtract multiples of ten.

  Money: Money: 
Compare the money by inserting the greater than 
symbol, less than symbol, or equal sign.

Count by: 

8s to 80

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

 63 1
+  40

986
− 50

834
− 70

51  3
−    20

425
+ 60

 39 1
−  90

Level 2 Math

Lesson 95 - Student Worksheet

Read the pictograph according to the key. Write the number of innings next to the correct 
team listed below.

Baseball GameBaseball Game
PictographPictograph

Subtract.

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3= = =

Team 4 Team 5 Team 6= = =

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Team 4

Team 5

Team 6

= 9 inningsKey

1

2
−

5

4
−

6

3
−

6

2
−

5

3
−

1

4
−
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936 671 301

485 493 764

v

4 1 17

36 54 45
27 63 81

54
36 27

63 8 1
45

63
45

36
27

8 1
54

1 8 36 36

1 8 9 27

4 1 15 17

1 1 15 2 7

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 96

Regrouping Across Zero
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: Base Ten Bricks

  The Leaning Tower of Pisa
Matteo gazed up at the tall tower standing 
before him. “Why does it look like it is going to 
fall over?” he asked, puzzled. 

“That’s a good question,” Matteo’s father 
replied. “The Leaning Tower of Pisa was built 
on soft soil that made the foundation shift, 
or move, and eventually it began to sink,” he 
explained, moving his hands to mimic the 
sinking earth. “It still leans more and more 
each day but, according to builders, it will take 
hundreds of years before it falls.” 

“Wow!” Matteo exclaimed. “Are we allowed to 
go inside?” 

Dad nodded his head. “Yes, 
they even let you climb the 
stairs all the way to the top!” 

  Regrouping Zeros
Matteo and his father began 
to climb some of the stairs in 
the tower.

1. Matteo and his father 
had 250 stairs left to climb. They stopped 
for a drink of water and then climbed up 
47 more stairs. Now how many stairs do 
they have left to climb before they get to 
the top?

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Add and subtract multiples of 100.

  Money: Money: 
Compare the money by inserting the greater than 
symbol, less than symbol, or equal sign.

Count by: 

9s to 90

 4     1      2
− 3 0    0

 5  4  3
+   3 0    0

 9  6 6
− 8 0    0

4    5   7
+   5 0    0

  3  7  6
− 2 0    0

Number Line Practice (optional) 

Using the Counting by 9s 
Number Line from the Appendix, 
have the child point to and count 

every ninth number.

   1  4 8
+   7 0 0

843 1 1 2 848

176 957 166

=

Level 2 Math

Have the child 
write the 
subtraction 
equation 
needed to 
find out how 
many stairs 
are now left.i 
Also, have 
the child 
make 105 
with Base Ten 
Bricks using 1 
hundred-brick block and 5 single bricks.

Look at the single bricks. Can we take away 6 
bricks?j Can we borrow 10 single bricks from 
the tens place?k When there are 0 tens, but 
we need to borrow, we must regroup the tens 
before we can regroup the ones. Have the child 
trade 1 hundred-brick block for 10 ten-brick 
sticks. 

Demonstrate the following as you read. We 
show this in the equation by crossing out 1 in 
the hundreds place and writing a 0 above it. 
Now we have 10 more ten-brick sticks. To show 
this, we add the 10 tens we borrowed to the 0 
in the tens place by writing a 1 next to the 0. 
Now we have enough tens to borrow from for 
the ones. Have the child trade 1 ten-brick stick 
for 10 single bricks. We show this by crossing 
out the 10 in the tens place and writing a 9 
above it. Now we have 10 single bricks. Write a 
1 in front of the 5 in the ones column. We add 
the 10 we borrowed to the 5 by writing a 1 next 
to it because now we have 15 single bricks. 

Have the child use the same steps as before to 
finish solving the equation. How many stairs do 
Matteo and his father have left to climb?l

  More Regrouping Practice
Have the child solve the remaining equations 
at the top of the page using the same steps 
demonstrated earlier. The child can use 
the Base Ten Bricks to help visualize the 
equation.m
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Lesson Answers: (a) trade 1 ten for 10 ones (b) 10 (c) 3         
(d) 203 - 32 = (e) yes (f) no (g) 10 (h) 171 (i) 105 - 56 = (j) no 
(k) no (l) 49 (m) 145, 149

              
	 −                         

         3       4       0 
	 −       1            9   5                

                              8         0       2 
	 −      6    5   3

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Symmetry Picture #3

How? Finish the picture by copying the boxes 
that are on the left side onto the right side so 
it is symmetrical on either side of the center 
line (the line of symmetry). 

Level 2 Math

Have the child 
write the 
subtraction 
equation 
needed to 
find out how 
many stairs 
are now left.i 
Also, have 
the child 
make 105 
with Base Ten 
Bricks using 1 
hundred-brick block and 5 single bricks.

Look at the single bricks. Can we take away 6 
bricks?j Can we borrow 10 single bricks from 
the tens place?k When there are 0 tens, but 
we need to borrow, we must regroup the tens 
before we can regroup the ones. Have the child 
trade 1 hundred-brick block for 10 ten-brick 
sticks. 

Demonstrate the following as you read. We 
show this in the equation by crossing out 1 in 
the hundreds place and writing a 0 above it. 
Now we have 10 more ten-brick sticks. To show 
this, we add the 10 tens we borrowed to the 0 
in the tens place by writing a 1 next to the 0. 
Now we have enough tens to borrow from for 
the ones. Have the child trade 1 ten-brick stick 
for 10 single bricks. We show this by crossing 
out the 10 in the tens place and writing a 9 
above it. Now we have 10 single bricks. Write a 
1 in front of the 5 in the ones column. We add 
the 10 we borrowed to the 5 by writing a 1 next 
to it because now we have 15 single bricks. 

Have the child use the same steps as before to 
finish solving the equation. How many stairs do 
Matteo and his father have left to climb?l

  More Regrouping Practice
Have the child solve the remaining equations 
at the top of the page using the same steps 
demonstrated earlier. The child can use 
the Base Ten Bricks to help visualize the 
equation.m
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Lesson Answers: (a) trade 1 ten for 10 ones (b) 10 (c) 3         
(d) 203 - 32 = (e) yes (f) no (g) 10 (h) 171 (i) 105 - 56 = (j) no 
(k) no (l) 49 (m) 145, 149

              
	−                        

         3       4       0 
	−      1            9   5                

                              8         0       2 
	−     6    5   3

   Bonus Independent Activity Bonus Independent Activity
Symmetry Picture #3

How? Finish the picture by copying the boxes 
that are on the left side onto the right side so 
it is symmetrical on either side of the center 
line (the line of symmetry). 
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 97

Double-Digit Mental Math
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Lesson
Note: The concepts in this lesson may be 
easy for your child. We still recommend using 
expanded form to teach two-digit mental math 
so that your child understands why and how 
the mental addition works.

  Quick Review
Have the child write each of the following 
numbers in expanded form. 

74 = 

29 = 

80 = 

15 = 

36 =

Why do you think it is important to know how 
to write numbers in expanded form? Pause for 
response. Understanding expanded form helps 
us understand what each digit in a number 
represents, and it helps us remember the place 
value of each number.

  Expanded Form Mental Math
Expanded form can also help us to add and 
subtract larger numbers in our heads without 
writing them down. We will call this strategy 
“Expanded Form Mental Math.” 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Add and subtract multiples of 100.

  Money: Money: 
Using real coins and paper dollars, show the following 
amounts: 

$9.17      $23.77      $14.99

Count by: 

9s to 90

4    1     5
+   3 0    0

   7 9   8
− 6 0    0

  3 2 7
+   6 0    0

  9    4      1
− 5 0    0

          7 6
+   8 0    0

100 Chart Practice (optional) 

Place the One Hundred Chart 
in the dry-erase sleeve. Have the 
child circle every ninth number 

while counting aloud.

  6  7  4
− 2 0    0

198 715 474

876 441 927
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Lesson 96 - Student Worksheet
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   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet
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Lesson 97 - Student Worksheet 

Each equation is in a colored square. Solve the equation using mental math. 
Find the answer in one of the white squares and color that square the same 
color as the square with the corresponding equation.

2525
+ 34+ 34

7676
− 55− 5531

69
7474

+ 1 5+ 1 5 22

98
5858

− 42− 42 99

7070
+ 2 9+ 2 9 16

6565
+ 33+ 33

4949
− 27− 27 89

2727
+ 42+ 42

21
9595

− 64− 64 59

   Chessboard Math
Lesson 98

Exploring Volume
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Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker 

Math Activity Box: Game Instructions booklet 
(optional), applicable game pieces for the game 
chosen (optional)

Additional Supplies: water (at a sink will work 
best), the following measuring cups and spoons:  
F teaspoon, A teaspoon, 1 teaspoon, A tablespoon,  
1 tablespoon, F cup, C cup, A cup, 1 cup  

  Measuring Volume
Do you enjoy watching or helping your parents 
cook? Pause for response. 
Isn’t it amazing how you 
can mix simple ingredients 
to create something so 
delicious?

Did you know that math is 
an important part of cooking? Pause for response. 
When we cook or bake, we often follow a recipe. 
A recipe tells us the amounts of each ingredient 
that are needed. What do you think would happen 
if we didn’t use the right amount of ingredients 
when cooking? Pause for response. Our food 
would not taste very good if we used the wrong 
amount of the ingredients. We have to measure 
out each ingredient. How do we measure 
ingredients? Do we use a measuring tape and 
measure how long the ingredients are? Pause 
for response. No, a measuring tape and ruler 
are used to measure length. When we cook, we 
measure volume. Volume is the amount of space 
that a substance or material fills.

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Use expanded form to break numbers into tens and ones. 

  Money: Money: 
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

9s to 90

  2 3
+ 54

   45
−21

6  2
+37

    9  8
−  77

  3 6
+  5  1

   78
−35

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

60+2
 
30+7

Materials:
• standard supplies

• water

• measuring spoons 
and cups (see 
below)

99 24 77

43 87 2 1

40+5

20+1

20+3

50+4

70+8

30+5

30+6

50+1

90+8

70+7

$22.48

70+4

20+9

80+0

10+5

30+6
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Lesson 98 - Student Worksheet

Read the recipe shown below. For each item listed in the recipe, color in the correct amount of measuring 
cups needed. Color the measuring cups the color of the item of the food. (For example: color the cups purple 
for the amount of grapes needed, color yellow for the bananas, color red for the apple slices, color orange 
for the orange pieces, color pink for the pink marshmallows, and color light brown for the coconut flakes.) 
The grapes have already been done for you. Note: There will be cups left over that are not colored.

Fruit Salad
Frac t ions

+

Draw a line from the boxes on the left to the boxes on the right that are equal in amount.

 Tbsp.2
4

1 tsp. 

 tsp.2
3

1 Tbsp. 

 tsp.3
4

cups grapes

cups banana slices

1 2
3

1 3
4

2 1
2

1 1
2

cups pink marshmallows

cups orange pieces

recipe

1 1
4

cups apple slices

3
4

cup coconut flakes

1 tsp. + 1 tsp. + 1 tsp.

 Tbsp.1
4 +  Tbsp.1

4

 tsp.1
4  tsp.1

4 +  tsp.1
4

 tsp.1
3 +  tsp.1

3

 tsp.1
2 +  tsp.1

2

+

Materials:

• standard supplies
• a mixing bowl and 
spoon (or mixer)
• measuring utensils
• saucepan (or 
microwave-safe bowl)
• a cookie sheet
• parchment paper
• recipe ingredients

Lesson 99
Measuring with Cups, Teaspoons,

 and Tablespoons

Lesson 99 - Page 135Level 2 Math

Lesson
Additional Supplies: mixing bowl, wooden 
spoon (or a hand mixer or stand mixer), 
measuring spoons and cups, saucepan (or 
microwave-safe bowl), cookie sheet, parchment 
paper, recipe ingredients (see recipe in 
Appendix or the optional Fruit Dip recipe within 
the lesson)  

Appendix Item: Chocolate Chip Oatmeal 
Cranberry Cookie Recipe 

Note: If you do not have some of the ingredients 
on hand, you may choose one of the following:

• Follow another recipe for which you already 
have the ingredients on hand. Choose a 
recipe that has a variety of tsp., Tbsp., and 
cup measurements.

• Skip this lesson and come back to it in a 
couple of days when you have the ingredients.

• Make the optional Fruit Dip recipe listed at 
the end of the lesson.

  Making Cookies
In the last lesson we learned about measurements 
of volume. What is volume?a What tools can we 
use to measure volume?b 

Place the Chocolate Chip Oatmeal Cranberry 
Cookie Recipe or the recipe that you will be 
using for this lesson on the table. Today, we will 
use math as we make Chocolate Chip Oatmeal 
Cranberry Cookies. We will use teaspoons, 
tablespoons, and cups to measure the ingredients 
in the recipe. Let’s read through the recipe before 
we begin. Read through the recipe with the 
child, making sure to point out the unit of 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Skip Counting: Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Use expanded form to break numbers into tens and ones. 

  Order from LOrder from Least to Greatest: east to Greatest: 
       891, 125, 760, 900, 265

Count by: 

9s to 90

  7 2
−6   1

  6 3
+2 5

  8 6
−2 3

   3  1
+58

  9 5
−3 2

  2  4
+7 3

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

Level 2 Math

measurement (teaspoon, tablespoon, or cup) 
and the fraction of each measurement (A, D, H, 
or 1 whole). 

With your guidance have the child follow the 
instructions in the recipe. Have the child read 
aloud each of the fractions listed for each 
ingredient, find the correct measuring utensils, 
and measure the ingredients accurately. It is 
suggested that you complete the steps that 
require cooking with heat. Discuss what would 
happen if he or she did not use the correct 
amounts in the recipe. 

  Fruit Dip (optional snack recipe)
Make the simple recipe on this page and enjoy 
with your choice of fruit, such as apple slices, 
grapes, etc. You can cut apple slices in different 
fractions to practice halves, thirds, and fourths.

Lesson 99 - Page 136

Lesson Answers: (a) Volume is the amount of space that a 
substance or material fills. (b) teaspoon, tablespoon, cup

    Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Skip Counting Shapes

How?  Follow the directions listed on the 
“Lesson 99—Bonus Activity” page included with 
this lesson.

Ingredients:
1 cup cream cheese
F cup sugar
H cup brown sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla

Directions:
1.   Mix all ingredients 
together.

2.   Refrigerate for 2 to 
4 hours.

Fruit Dip Recipe

Look at the fraction circles below. Write the correct fraction for the shaded 
number of parts shown. Then draw a line between the fraction and the plate 
with the same fraction of apple left on the plate.

FractionsFractions    ApplesApples&&

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

Lesson 99 - Student Worksheet

Level 2 Math Lesson 99 - Page 137

Lesson 99 - Bonus Activity

Skip Counting ShapesSkip Counting Shapes

Name the shapes shown below. Add the number 
of sides of each shape together to see how 
many sides there are in each row. Use skip 
counting to solve each addition equation. Write 
the answer in the empty box. If needed, the skip 
counting number lines (originally found in the 
Part 1 Appendix) may be used.

=

=

=

=

=

=

44 44 44 44 44+ + + +

88 88 88 88+ + +

66 66 66 66 66+ + + +

33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33+ + + + + + +

55 55 55 55 55+ + + +

77 77 77+ +

63 88 1 1

97 63 89

125 265 760

891 900

80+6

20+3

60+3

20+5

70+2

60+1

20+4

70+3

90+5

30+2

30+1

50+8

2
3

3
4

1
2

1
4

1
3

20

32

30

24

25

21

trapezoid

octagon

hexagon

triangle

pentagon

heptagon
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Level 2 Math Lesson 100 - Page 141

Lesson 100 - Student Worksheet 

Mystery Clocks
Each clock shown below represents a number. Use the equations 
to figure out what each clock represents. Write the numbers that 
they represent in the key. Then solve the equations at the bottom 
of the page.

Key

+ =  8

+ + =  =  
=  
=  
=  
=  

− =  

+ =  +

− =  6

+ =  
− =  

+ =  −

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 101

Discovering Fractions

Lesson 101 - Page 142Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: fraction pieces

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Dividing Pizzas
“Matteo, can you slice these pizzas for me?” 
asked Dad. It was a busy night at the pizzeria, 
and Matteo was helping Dad in the kitchen.

“Sure, Dad!” said Matteo. 

“Cut them into eighths please,” said Dad.

Matteo looked at the pizza in front of him. 
Hmmm, he wondered. Eighths? He knew that 
eighths were fractions that meant eight equally 
sized slices. If he cut the pizza down the middle, 
he would have two halves. If he cut those 
halves in half, he would have fourths, and if he 
cut those fourths in half again, he would have 
eighths. Matteo smiled to himself and carefully 
began slicing the pizza with the pizza cutter. 

  Fraction Review
Lay out all the circle fraction pieces 
(shown in the image here). Allow 
the child to match the pieces 
together to make five different 
circles. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Use expanded form to break numbers into tens and ones. 

  Numbers Before and After:  Numbers Before and After: 
Write the numbers that come before and after 394.

Count by: 

9s to 90

  86
−23

  3 6
+52

  9 8
−67

  2 4
+65

  7 7
−55

    1   3
+46

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

394
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Lesson 101 - Student Worksheet 

First, fill in the missing fraction amounts on the fruit and nut bars. Then, make each set of fractions 
equivalent to each other by coloring in the missing boxes and filling in the missing numerator. 

1

A

C

F

J

O

U

b

A = 4 C = 6

Q = 2 c =       4

3 1

4

10

3

7

18

6

3

90+8

60+7

30+6

50+2

80+6

20+3

10+3

40+6

70+7

50+5

20+4

60+5

88 63

59 22 89

393 395

2 2

1 1

1
2

1
3

1
3

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
6

1
6

1
6

1
6

1
6

1
7

1
7

1
7

1
7

1
7

1
7

1
8

1
8

1
8

1
8

1
8

1
8

1
8
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Materials:
• standard supplies

• piece of scratch 
paper (optional)

Lesson 102
Creating Graphs

Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: colored pencils or crayons

Optional Supplies: piece of scratch paper

 Review Reading a Graph
Matteo played through his last song on the 
piano quickly. He was learning to play the piano, 
and he practiced every day. He glanced at the 
clock and smiled. “All done for today,” he said, 
cleaning up his piano books. 

He had practiced from 5:15 to 6:00. How long did 
Matteo practice the piano?a If needed, have the 
child use the clock to determine the time spent 
practicing. Every day Matteo played through 
each of his songs five times. Every day it took a 
different amount of time. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Use expanded form to break numbers into tens and ones. 

  Greater Than/Less Than: Greater Than/Less Than: 
Have the child insert the greater than/less than symbol.

Count by: 

9s to 90

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

  5 2
+46

  5 4
−   1  3

   2   1
+56

  9 7
−84

  4 3
+45

  8 9
−65

   861         816      612        629

   39 0        415     709                          79
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Piano Practice Time

Days of the Week

Nu
m

be
r 

of
 M

in
ut

es

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Around-the-House Measure and GraphAround-the-House Measure and Graph

806
−	557

73 1
−	365

913
−	127

Item #1 cm≈ cm

Item #2 cm≈ cm

Item #3 cm≈ cm

Item #4 cm≈ cm

Item #5 cm≈ cm

Item #6 cm≈ cm

Item #7 cm≈ cm

Item #8 cm≈ cm

Item #9 cm≈ cm

Item #10 cm≈ cm

Find 10 items in your home that are shorter than a meter. Measure each of the items 
using your mini measuring tape from the Math Activity Box and record their lengths 
in centimeters below. Round each length to the nearest ten and record that as well. 
Create a bar graph by counting the number of objects for each rounded length and 
filling in the bar on the graph. For example, if 3 objects measured 8 cm, 12 cm, and 6 
cm, they would all be rounded to 10 cm, and you would draw a bar above the 10 cm on 
the graph up to the 3.

Nu
m

be
r 

of
 It

em
s

Centimeters10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

5

4

3

2

1

Subtract:
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Lesson 102 - Student Worksheet 

Materials:
• standard supplies

• 1-cup measuring 
cup, 1-pint 
container, 1-quart 
container, 1-gallon 
container (optional)

Lesson 103
Volume Continued

Lesson 103 - Page 150Level 2 Math

Lesson
Appendix: Mr. Gallon page (Cut out along the 
dotted line and save for future lessons.)

Optional Items: 1-cup measuring cup, 1-pint 
container, 1-quart container, 1-gallon container

Note: Use of the optional items listed above 
is not mentioned in the lesson below. If you 
have the optional containers available, show 
the child the container at the applicable time 
in the lesson.

  Review
What is volume?a Several lessons ago we learned 
about three units that are used to measure 
volume: the teaspoon, the tablespoon, and the 
cup. These are units of measurement that are 
part of the imperial system. The imperial system 
is used mainly by those who live in the United 
States. We will learn units of volume used by 
those outside the United States in another lesson. 

Here is a picture of a teaspoon, a tablespoon, 
and a cup. Do you remember how many 
teaspoons equal a tablespoon?b We practiced 
figuring out how many half cups and fourth cups 
equal a cup, but how many tablespoons do you 
think equal a cup? Pause for response. Sixteen 
tablespoons equal one cup. 

Look at the abbreviations that are written on 
the teaspoon and tablespoon. What is the same 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Subtraction:Three-Digit Subtraction:

  Time: Time: 

Count by: 

  9s to 90  

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

  6  1   3
−    29 5

       508
−  3  2  9

: : 

Level 2 Math

Lesson 103 - Student Worksheet

Write the >, <, or = symbol in 
the boxes below.

Complete the missing information.

tsp. = 1 Tbsp.

cups = 1 pt.

pt. = 1 qt.qt. = 1 gal.

pt. = 1 gal. cups = 1 gal.

Making 
Comparisons

Lesson Answers: (a) Volume is the amount of space that a substance or material fills. (b) 3 (c) They both have a “t,” “s,” and “p.” 
(d) The tablespoon has a “b” in it and the “t” is capitalized. (e) 2 cups = 1 pt., 2 pt. = 1 qt., 4 qt. = 1 gal. (f) 16 cups (g) 16 cups

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

Lesson 103 - Page 152

77 41 98

24 88 13

v

v v
v

An
sw

er
s w

ill 
va

ry.
 

249 366 786

1801126197

1 7 9 3 1 8

105194

7 53 10 17

v v

= v

v =

3 4 2 

2 8 16 

1

1

20+1

50+6

50+4

10+3

50+2

40+6

80+9

60+5

40+3

40+5

90+7

80+4
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Lesson 103 - Bonus Activity

Complete the rest of the surfer’s wave. Using your 

ruler, connect each math equation to the answer 

with a straight line.

15 – 8

15

4

13 – 5

14 – 8

20 – 6

9

13

11 – 9

5

10

19 – 9

12 – 7

20 – 7

17 – 8

2

14

6

8

12 – 8

19 – 4

3

7

11 – 8

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 104

Add and Subtract within 
100 Units of Measurement

Lesson 104 - Page 154Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
markers, dry-erase sleeve (optional)

Math Activity Box: Castle Tours Game Mat 
(optional), 2 ten-sided dice (optional), Game 
Instructions booklet (optional)

  Preparing for the Dinner Crowd
“Ding!” sounded the bell of the pizzeria’s front 
door. Matteo looked up from the counter and 
saw his father walking in, his hands full with 
bags of flour, tomatoes, mozzarella, and other 
ingredients. 

“Matteo, can 
you please 
grab the other 
bags from 
the trunk of 
the car?” his 
father asked 
as he set 
the bags on 
the kitchen 
counter. 

“Yes, Papa,” 
Matteo 
replied, 
jumping up 
from his seat. As Matteo collected the remaining 
bags from the car, he thought about the hustle 
and bustle of the dinner crowd. The pizzeria was 
always so busy at dinnertime. There was a lot of 
work ahead of them to prepare for the number 
of pizzas they would be making. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition:Three-Digit Addition:

  Time: Time: 

Count by: 

9s to 90   

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

: : 

  607
+     2 7 5

         3 8  7
+   24  8

Level 2 Math

Lesson 104 - Student Worksheet

Use centimeters to measure the different parts of the pizza shop below. 
Write the length in the chart at the bottom of the worksheet.

PPizza SShop  MMeasurements

Door     =              centimeters

Short 
Pizza 
Counter

 =             centimeters

Booth    =              centimeters

Rectangle
Table  =             centimeters

Circle
Table  =             centimeters

Pizza
Oven  =             centimeters

Square
Table  =             centimeters

 =             centimeters

Lesson Answers: (a) adding (b) 35 + 28 (c) 63 cups (d) subtract (e) 29 - 13 (f) 16 tablespoons (g) add (h) 7 (i) 70 (j) 77 (k) 77 
quarts (l) 64 + 25 = 89 pints of sauce (m) 75 - 42 = 33 cups of cheese

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet
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Long Pizza 
Counter

Level 2 Math Lesson 104 - Page 157

Lesson 104 - Bonus Activity

Read the clues in the boxes and match each box to the jellyfish with the Read the clues in the boxes and match each box to the jellyfish with the 
correct number.correct number.

600600

582582

309309

737737

511511

943943

This number is the 
greatest of all of 
them shown.

This number is the least 
of all of them shown.

This number has no 
ones and no tens.

This number is greater than 
567 but less than 592.

Every digit in this 
number is odd.

If you take the three digits 
of this number and add 
them up, it equals 7.

G u e ss  M y  N u m b e r
G u e ss  M y  N u m b e r

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity

635 8 8 2

4 33 12 04

3 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

6 
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 105

Mental Math—Making 100

Lesson 105 - Page 158Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker 

Note: The mental math strategies introduced 
in this lesson and others will be practiced more 
in future lessons and in Level 3. This lesson is 
just an introduction. Don’t be discouraged if the 
child doesn’t catch on at first. The concept will 
come with time.

  Pizza Boxes
Matteo’s father looked up from his paperwork. 
“Matteo, will you go to the storage room and 
see how many large pizza boxes we have left? 
I’m wondering if we need to add the large boxes 
to our next order.” 

“Sure!” Matteo 
responded as he 
headed for the 
storage room.

In the storage room, Matteo found a stack of 
large pizza boxes. Matteo counted the boxes, 
then headed back to his dad’s office. “There are 
73 large boxes,” Matteo announced, walking 
back into the office.

Matteo’s father jotted the number 73 in his 
notebook. “Does that include the stack that we 
have up in the kitchen?” he wondered. 

“No, it doesn’t,” Matteo said. “I’ll go count those.” 

In the kitchen, Matteo quickly counted 25 boxes. 
Matteo headed back to the office. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy—Place Value: Mental Math Strategy—Place Value:
Use expanded form to break numbers into tens and ones. 

  Time: Time: 
      
     

Count by: 

  9s to 90

 23
+ 6 1

 56
-   34

    42
+ 57

 98
-    78

 44
+   35

 79
-     52

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

: : 

Level 2 Math

Lesson 105 - Student Worksheet

Draw lines connecting each of the two balls together that have a sum of 100.

2550

40

75

30

70

20 60

50 80

  At the 
Beach

79
2 5+

49
 5 1+

26
77+

28
75+

74
23+

55
57+

Solve using the Making 100 Strategy. 

   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 106

Skip Counting by 11s

Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: One Hundred Chart

Standard Supplies: dry-erase sleeve, dry-erase 
marker, dry-erase board 

  Number Line Jumping
What types of animals 
jump? Pause for 
response. One animal 
that jumps is a rabbit. 
Look at the rabbit in 
the painting by Henry 
Raeburn. How far do 
you think this rabbit 
can jump? Pause for 
response. Some types 
of rabbits can jump as 
far as 15 feet!

Today, we are learning more about skip counting. 
One way of thinking about skip counting is to 
picture a rabbit jumping from one number 
to another while skipping several numbers in 
between. Look at the image below. What skip 
counting pattern do you think we are learning 
about today? Pause for response. What number 
did the rabbit start on?a What was the next 
number it landed on?b Pause for response. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip  Skip Counting: Counting: 

  Solve Using Mental Math Strategies:  Solve Using Mental Math Strategies: 

  Time: Time:   Draw the time on the clocks.

Count by: 

 9s to 90

    

  4
  5
+   5

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

    

  3
     9
+    7

    

  4
   9
+   1

    

  6
  2
+  8

    

  7
  6
+   7

    

  3
  6
+   4

“B
oy

 a
nd

 R
ab

bi
t,”
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y 

H
en

ry
 R

ae
bu

rn
 (1

75
6–

18
23

)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 256  38: 2  49: 
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  Adding Elevens
Another way to think about skip counting is by 
adding the same number over and over again. 
Write “11” in the top left corner of the dry-erase 
board and circle it. Eleven is the first number you 
say when counting by 11s. Directly to the right of 
the 11, write “11 + 11” vertically, as shown in the 
image here. What is the sum of this equation?c 
Have the child write the correct answer on 
the dry-erase board and circle it. The 
first two numbers, when counting by 
eleven, are 11 and 22.

Next to the first equation, write “11 + 11 + 11” 
vertically, as shown in the image here. Now 
what is the sum to this equation?d Have the 
child write the correct answer on the dry-erase 
board and circle it. When counting 
by 11s, the first three numbers 
are 11, 22, and 33. Do you see the 
pattern? Pause for response.

Now write “11 + 11 + 11 + 11” in a vertical 
position to the right of the last equation, like 
in the image below. What is the answer to this 
equation?e Have the child write the correct 
answer on the dry-erase board and circle it. 
Notice that the pattern is 11, 22, 33, 44 which 
almost looks like counting 1, 2, 3, 4, but with 
double digits. That is because 
you are adding a 1 to both 
the ones and tens place! 
Counting by 11s is almost as 
easy as counting by 1s!

Have the child fill in the blanks below, counting 
by 11s ten times.f If the child needs help, remind 
him or her to add 11 to the previous number.

The pattern looks a little different once we get 
above 100, but you still add a 1 to both the ones 
and tens place.

  Finding Patterns
Place the One 
Hundred Chart 
in the dry-erase 
sleeve. Now, we 
are going to find 
what pattern 
counting by 11s 
makes on the One 
Hundred Chart. 

Have the child skip count by 11s to 99 and circle 
or color in the number box for each number 
counted. When the pattern is finished, ask the 
child the following questions. What pattern was 
created on the chart? Pause for response. Why 
do you think that pattern was created? Pause for 
response.
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   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet

Lesson Answers: (a) 11 (b) 22 (c) 22 (d) 33 (e) 44 (f) 11, 22, 
33, 44, 55, 66, 77, 88, 99, 110 

1 1       1 1
   + 1 1
   

1 1       1 1     1 1
   + 1 1     1 1
         +  11

1 1       1 1     1 1     1 1
   + 1 1     1 1     1 1
         +  11     1 1
     + 11

     Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Complete the Pattern #3

How? Have the child complete the patterns.

______ , ______ , ______ , ______ , ______ , ______ , ______ , ______ , ______ , ______ 

Kinesthetic 
Learners

 For kinesethetic learners, 
practice skip counting by 
jumping like a rabbit. Hop 
on one foot each time you 
say a number as you count 

by 11s to 110.
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  Adding Elevens
Another way to think about skip counting is by 
adding the same number over and over again. 
Write “11” in the top left corner of the dry-erase 
board and circle it. Eleven is the first number you 
say when counting by 11s. Directly to the right of 
the 11, write “11 + 11” vertically, as shown in the 
image here. What is the sum of this equation?c 
Have the child write the correct answer on 
the dry-erase board and circle it. The 
first two numbers, when counting by 
eleven, are 11 and 22.

Next to the first equation, write “11 + 11 + 11” 
vertically, as shown in the image here. Now 
what is the sum to this equation?d Have the 
child write the correct answer on the dry-erase 
board and circle it. When counting 
by 11s, the first three numbers 
are 11, 22, and 33. Do you see the 
pattern? Pause for response.

Now write “11 + 11 + 11 + 11” in a vertical 
position to the right of the last equation, like 
in the image below. What is the answer to this 
equation?e Have the child write the correct 
answer on the dry-erase board and circle it. 
Notice that the pattern is 11, 22, 33, 44 which 
almost looks like counting 1, 2, 3, 4, but with 
double digits. That is because 
you are adding a 1 to both 
the ones and tens place! 
Counting by 11s is almost as 
easy as counting by 1s!

Have the child fill in the blanks below, counting 
by 11s ten times.f If the child needs help, remind 
him or her to add 11 to the previous number.

The pattern looks a little different once we get 
above 100, but you still add a 1 to both the ones 
and tens place.

  Finding Patterns
Place the One 
Hundred Chart 
in the dry-erase 
sleeve. Now, we 
are going to find 
what pattern 
counting by 11s 
makes on the One 
Hundred Chart. 

Have the child skip count by 11s to 99 and circle 
or color in the number box for each number 
counted. When the pattern is finished, ask the 
child the following questions. What pattern was 
created on the chart? Pause for response. Why 
do you think that pattern was created? Pause for 
response.
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in the image below. What is the answer to this 
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answer on the dry-erase board and circle it. 
Notice that the pattern is 11, 22, 33, 44 which 
almost looks like counting 1, 2, 3, 4, but with 
double digits. That is because 
you are adding a 1 to both 
the ones and tens place! 
Counting by 11s is almost as 
easy as counting by 1s!

Have the child fill in the blanks below, counting 
by 11s ten times.f If the child needs help, remind 
him or her to add 11 to the previous number.

The pattern looks a little different once we get 
above 100, but you still add a 1 to both the ones 
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Place the One 
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are going to find 
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Have the child skip count by 11s to 99 and circle 
or color in the number box for each number 
counted. When the pattern is finished, ask the 
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created on the chart? Pause for response. Why 
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almost looks like counting 1, 2, 3, 4, but with 
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you are adding a 1 to both 
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Counting by 11s is almost as 
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Have the child fill in the blanks below, counting 
by 11s ten times.f If the child needs help, remind 
him or her to add 11 to the previous number.

The pattern looks a little different once we get 
above 100, but you still add a 1 to both the ones 
and tens place.
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Place the One 
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in the dry-erase 
sleeve. Now, we 
are going to find 
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counting by 11s 
makes on the One 
Hundred Chart. 

Have the child skip count by 11s to 99 and circle 
or color in the number box for each number 
counted. When the pattern is finished, ask the 
child the following questions. What pattern was 
created on the chart? Pause for response. Why 
do you think that pattern was created? Pause for 
response.
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are 11, 22, and 33. Do you see the 
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almost looks like counting 1, 2, 3, 4, but with 
double digits. That is because 
you are adding a 1 to both 
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Counting by 11s is almost as 
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Have the child fill in the blanks below, counting 
by 11s ten times.f If the child needs help, remind 
him or her to add 11 to the previous number.

The pattern looks a little different once we get 
above 100, but you still add a 1 to both the ones 
and tens place.
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Place the One 
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sleeve. Now, we 
are going to find 
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makes on the One 
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or color in the number box for each number 
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created on the chart? Pause for response. Why 
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32
55+

w

Mental Math MysteryMental Math Mystery
Use the Expanded Form Strategy, the Making 100 Strategy, or 
any other mental math strategy to solve the following equations. 
Solve the mystery question by writing the letter on the line over 
the matching answer.

Mystery Question:
The country of Italy is shaped 

like what common object?

32
55+

w
48
48+

74
30+

22
84+

93
 15+

26
76+

56
49+

78
25+

s a m

o n t b

96 87 108 106 96 105 104

103 108 108 102

‘

Answer: 
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 107

Number Words to 1,000
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Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker 

Appendix: Number Word Bank page (save for 
future lessons)

  Review Number Words to 100
Using the dry-erase board, have the child write 
the following numbers in word form. If possible, 
encourage the child to spell the numbers on his 
or her own. If needed, remind the child that a 
hyphen is needed between number words from 
21 to 99.a

     34       58       92       100

  Number Words to 1,000
When we spell numbers between 101 and 999, 
we spell the number of hundreds and then spell 
out the rest of the numbers just as we have 
before. Here are some examples. Point to each 
numeral and then point to the number words 
as you read each aloud. 

438  four hundred thirty-eight
751  seven hundred fifty-one
102  one hundred two
690  six hundred ninety
1,000   one thousand
The number 1,000 is simply the words “one” 
and “thousand.”

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy–Making 100: Mental Math Strategy–Making 100:

  Time: Time: 
Draw the time on the clocks. 

Count by: 

11s to 110

     23
+ 76

 52
+ 54

    73
+  25

     50
+  53

      24
+   72

 47
+  53

3  43: 5  09: 

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.
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Solve each equation below by listing the weight of each wolf and then adding the 
numbers together.

63

58

85
97

79
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Materials:
• standard supplies

• scratch paperLesson 108
Adding Four Two-Digit Numbers
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: domino cards 

Standard Supplies: dry-erase marker, dry-erase 
sleeve 
Additional Items: scratch paper

  Architecture of Italy
Italy is home to some amazing old architecture. 
Architecture is a word that means the planning, 
designing, and constructing of buildings. Look at 
these beautiful structures that were built in Italy 
many years ago and are still standing today.

What do you see in these pictures that is 
interesting? Pause for response. How do you think 
these buildings were constructed without modern 
machinery? Pause for response. For thousands of 
years, architects have used math and science to 
figure out ways to build beautiful structures.

  Review
We have learned to regroup when we stack 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Adding Three Numbers:Adding Three Numbers:

  FractiFractions: ons: 
Draw a line to divide each shape into halves.

Count by: 

11s to 110

100 Chart Practice (optional) 

Place the One Hundred Chart 
in the dry-erase sleeve. Have 
the child circle every eleventh 
number while counting aloud.

    

  8
  8
+  3

    

  4
     6
+  7

    

   2
   2
+  5

    

  9
  2
+   1

    

  7
  5
+    3

    

  6
  2
+   8

Leaning Tower of Pisa: built 
from 1100–1300 A.D.

Colosseum: built about 70 A.D.

Doric Temple of Segesta: built about 430 B.C.

87 104 96 106

108 105 102 103

30+2

50+5

70+4

30+0

40+8

40+8

20+2

80+4

90+3

10+5

50+6

40+9

a w o m a n s

b o o t

98 106 99

100 96 103

19 17 9

12 15 16

79
97
85

79
97
63

79
97
58

97
85
63

97
85
58

85
63
58

261 239 234

245 240 206

  75 - 2

+25

100 - 2 

75+3

25  

     100+3  

25+1

   75+1  

     100+2  

   50+2

+ 50+4

  100+6 

+1

+3   25 - 1

+75 - 3

100 - 4 

   50

+ 50+3

  100+3 

The square may also be divided vertically and horizontally.
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71
 1 8
25
94+

 1 3
66
7 1
37+

59
2 2
2 3
4 1+

 17
35
23
8 1+

42
36
34
63+

44
36
52
57+

372 =

795 =

Solve the addition equations on each pillar below.

Write each number word. You may use the Number Word Bank in 
the Appendix if needed.
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189 208 187 145 156 175

three hundred seventy-two

seven hundred ninety-five
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2. Rachel chose to buy an eraser for $1.23 
and a new notebook for $3.95. How much 
did she spend?

  Subtracting Money
Now we will pretend that Matteo took his 
$12.08 and went to buy something at the 
store. He spent $5.50. Let’s find out how much 
money he had left.

Slide the pile of dollars and coins from the last 
story over in front of the child. First, we will use 
the dollars and coins to see if we can answer 
the story problem. Let’s take away the cents 
first. Can we take away 50¢ from the 8¢ shown 
here?o What can we do?p What coins should we 
trade the dollar bill in for? Pause for response. 
For this example, we will trade in the dollar for 
four quarters. Make the trade. Can we subtract 
50¢ from the coins now?q We will take away 2 
quarters for the 50¢ that Matteo spent. How 
can we take away the $5?r Make the trade. Now 
we can take away the $5. How much money did 
Matteo have left?s

Write “$12.08 – $5.50 =” vertically on 
the dry-erase board. When we write the 
numbers down and use what we know about 
regrouping, subtracting money becomes a little 
simpler. Point to the column farthest to the 
right. What is 8 – 0?t Write the answer under 
that column and point to the next column. 
Now we need to take away 5 from 0. We can’t 
do that, so what do we need to do?u Guide 
the child, as needed, through the rest of the 
regrouping and have him or her write the 
answer below that column. Remind the child 
to write the decimal in the answer directly 
below where it is lined up in the equation. Is 
this answer the same as we got before?v

Read through each of the following money 
story problems and allow the child to solve the 
equations on the dry-erase board, giving help 
as needed.w

1. Susie earned $7.50 babysitting for the 
neighbors. She spent $4.76 on a new pair of 
shoes. How much money did she have left?

2. Marcus had $8.92 in his piggy bank. He let 
his friend borrow $5.47. How much did he 
have left?
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Lesson Answers: (a) 13 cents (b) yes (c) 30 cents (d) 100 
cents (e) $1.00 (f) $2.00 (g) 7 (h) Trade them for a $10 bill. 
(i) $12.08 (j) 8 (k) 10 (l) 12 (m) yes (n) $10.33, $5.18 (o) no 
(p) Trade in one of the dollar bills for some coins. (q) yes (r) 
Trade in the $10 bill for 2 $5 bills. (s) $6.58 (t) 8 (u) Regroup 
from the column to the left. (v) yes (w) $2.74, $3.45

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Sudoku #4

How? Fill in the missing numbers in this 
Sudoku puzzle. There should be a 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 in each row, column, and group of four 
squares.

3

1

2

2

1

3

2 4

34 1

14

3 42

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 109

Adding and Subtracting Money
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: 1 $10 bill, 2 $5 bills, 7 $1 
bills, 8 quarters, 10 dimes, 6 nickels, and 13 
pennies (Use the $1, $5, and $10 paper bills 
originally found in the Part 1 Appendix and 
used in previous lessons.)

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

Cultural Note: Matteo lives in Italy, where the 
Euro is the currency that is used. We will be 
pretending that Matteo uses the American 
dollar in this lesson. If you live outside of the 
United States, this lesson can be adapted to the 
use of your currency.

  Earning Money 
Thursday and Friday were especially busy nights 
at the pizzeria, and Papa had asked Matteo to 
help deliver pizzas to customers’ tables. Matteo 
was grateful for the chance to be able to earn a 
little money from the tips that were left for him. 

Place 1 $5 bill, 1 $1 bill, 6 quarters, 3 dimes, 
and 6 pennies on the table to the left of the 
child. Place 3 $1 bills, 1 quarter, 6 dimes, 6 
nickels, and 7 pennies on the right side of the 
child. Point to the pile of money on the left. This 
pile of dollars and coins is how much money 
Matteo earned in tips on Thursday. Point to the 
pile on the right. This is the amount he earned 
on Friday. Slide the two piles together. Today, 
we are going to learn how to find out how much 
he earned altogether. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

    Mental Math Strategy–Making 100:Mental Math Strategy–Making 100:

  Fractions: Fractions:  
 Shade in the listed amount.

Count by: 

11s to 110

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

     24
+ 77

 5 1
+ 48

    74
+ 27

     72
+  27

 46
+   55

     2  1
+  79

F S d

101 99 101

100 101 99

Level 2 Math

Lesson 109 - Student Worksheet

Look at the selections below to create two different pizzas. List the cost of each choice in the boxes below. 
Add up the total for each personal pizza. Circle the pizza that is more expensive. Then find the difference in 
cost of the two pizzas by subtracting the less expensive pizza price from the more expensive one.

$0.75 $0.62 $0.89

$0.19 $0.21

$0.08 $0.16 $0.39 $0.28 $0.18 $0.43

 Crust:     $       .

 Sauce:      $       .

2 Toppings:   $      .

          +        $       .

   Total:        $      .

 Crust:     $       .

 Sauce:      $       .

2 Toppings:   $      .

          +          $       .

   Total:        $      .

   $     .

  –  $     .

 $     .

Circle the pizza that is more 
expensive.

This is the 
difference 

between the 
two pizzas.

Create a PizzaCreate a Pizza

Lesson 109 - Page 174
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+1

  75 
+25 + 1
100 + 1 

+1

  25 
+75 + 1
100 + 1 

+1

+1
+4

  50 
+50 + 1
100 + 1 

+2
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Materials:
• standard supplies

• clear tapeLesson 110
Discovering Fractions 

(Ninths and Tenths) 

Lesson 110 - Page 175Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

Additional Supplies: clear tape

Appendix: Pizza Ninths and Tenths page (cut 
out along the dotted lines and save for this and 
future lessons)

  Sharing with Siblings
“Hi, Matteo!” called Matteo’s brother and sister, 
as they walked in the front door of the pizzeria. 

“Hi, Marco and Gianna!” Matteo called back. 
“Would you like some of the pizza I made? Papa 
just pulled it out of the brick oven for me.”

Gianna 
sniffed 
the savory 
aroma in the 
air. “Oh yes! I 
can’t wait to 
taste it.”

If Matteo shares his pizza with his older brother 
and sister, how many people are sharing the 
pizza?a 

Let’s pretend the pizza is a small pizza, so each 
of the siblings will eat 3 slices. If 3 people are 
sharing the pizza and each is going to eat 3 slices, 
how many total slices will Matteo have to cut?b If 
needed, have the child skip count by 3s. 

Give the child the j pizza pieces from the 
Appendix. Have the child arrange the pieces 
together to form one whole pizza. When 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Subtraction: Three-Digit Subtraction: 

  Fractions: Fractions:  
 Circle the shapes that show A shaded.

Count by: 

11s to 110

  8 0 3
−     5    1    5

   5  7  1
− 3  9  2

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

8 5

1 7 9 2 8 8

16 1974 1

Level 2 Math Lesson 110 - Page 177

Lesson 110 - Student Worksheet

5
10

3
9

3
10

7
10

9
10

2
9

5
9

7
9

1
9

Tossing on the ToppingsTossing on the Toppings

Look at the pizzas below. Each pizza has a fraction written 
next to it. Draw pepperoni on only the slices that match the 
fraction shown. To draw pepperoni, draw small red circles as 
shown in the example.

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

5
10

Look at the fraction below. Can you tell 
from the picture what fraction of the 
pizza is equal to     ?

5
10 =

3
9

Look at the fraction below. Can you tell 
from the picture what fraction of the 
pizza is equal to     ?

3
9 =1

2
1
3

Materials:
• standard supplies

• a paper clip

• a small piece of 
paper with a star 
drawn on it

Lesson 111
Solve for Unknowns up to 100

Lesson 111 - Page 178Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: 8 two-color counting chips

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, pencil 

Additional Supplies: paper clip, a small piece of 
paper with a star drawn on it

  Coin Collection
Matteo studied his coin collection with wonder. 
He had received quite a few coins from tourists 
who had come to Italy from another country. He 
had collected coins from Japan, the United States, 
and most of the countries in Europe. 

Matteo frowned as he finished counting his coins. 
“Two are missing,” he wondered aloud. 

“Mom,” he called, “I am missing two coins from 
my collection. Have you seen them?”

Mom glanced over from her work in the kitchen. 
“How do you know you are missing two?” 

“Well, I have 53 coins so far in my collection. I just 
counted and there are only 51, so I’m missing 2.” 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date:Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy: Mental Math Strategy: 
Add and subtract multiples of ten.

  Fractions: Fractions:  
Draw lines to divide each shape into thirds. 

Count by: 

11s to 110

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

698
−     30

345
+ 70

747
−       80

492
+ 60

913
−    50

422 
+       90

415 668 512

863 552 667

Level 2 Math

Lesson 111 - Student Worksheet

Solve for the missing number in each equation below by performing the opposite operation.

     25     =           – 69   47          =        – 15

==

  37          =          + 29

=

=

 + 34   =           82

=

 – 43   =           27

     71       =      + 53

=

  + 15   =                 90

 – 1 8            =          76

=

=

Lesson 111 - Page 181

+69 +69

94

+15+15

62

−29−29

8

−53−53

18

−34 −34

48

−15 −15

75

+43 +43 +18 +18

70 94
The rectangle can also be divided horizontally into thirds. 
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Level 2 Math

  Shapes and Fractions
If two shapes are the same, they can be cut into equal parts in 
more than one way. Let’s try cutting more shapes into halves and 
fourths in different ways. Have the child draw lines through each 
of the following shapes to create equal halves and fourths as 
instructed.

Lesson 112 - Page 185

   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet

Lesson Answers: (a)  A  (b)  A  (c) four  (d) F (e) two diagonal lines

Kinesthetic 
Learners

Give kinesthetic learners  
two sheets of paper and 
see if the child can figure 
out how to fold each sheet 
in half in different ways. 
Then have the child fold 
the sheets into fourths in 

different ways.1. Cut the second diamond into halves in a 
different way than shown.

2. Cut the second hexagon into halves in a 
different way than shown.

3. Cut the second octagon into fourths in a 
different way than shown.

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Mystery Number #3

How? Fill in the blank blue boxes to complete 
the addition facts so that the equations are 
true both vertically and horizontally. 

+ + =

=
+

+
=

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

5 163

17

5 18

17 19

6

+ +

+ +

8

7

7

91

15

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 112

Shapes and Fractions
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Lesson
  Favorite Dessert
The pizzeria bustled with sounds of laughter 
and chatter. Matteo’s father was giving out 
free samples of different desserts they were 
adding to the menu. The favorite dessert was 
the tiramisu. Everyone raved about the delicious 
creamy texture and the sweet flavor. Matteo 
hurried from table to table, delivering the sweet 
dessert to each customer. 

“Here you go, little miss,” he said as he placed 
a dessert plate down on the table. Sitting there 
was a little girl and her mother. 

“Thank you,” the little girl replied as she took 
her fork to the tiramisu that was waiting to be 
devoured. He watched a grin stretch across 
the little girl’s face as she took her first bite. 
“Delicious!” she exclaimed.

  Equal Shares
As Matteo walked back to the kitchen, he 
noticed that customers at different tables were 
cutting their tiramisu in different ways. 

 Daily Dose Daily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy: Mental Math Strategy: 
Add and subtract multiples of ten.

  Fractions: Fractions: 
Identify each fraction by the amount colored in.

Count by: 

11s to 110

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

756
+ 80

986
− 90

578
+ 30

2 1  3
− 60

  183
+ 40

432
− 70

896 836 362

223 153 608

9
4

5
2

7
3

Level 2 Math

Lesson 111 - Bonus Activity
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Level 2 Math

Lesson 112 - Student Worksheet

For each shape on the left below, write the fraction that is shaded. Then color the 
other shapes in the row to match the original fraction. Along the bottom, slice each 
food into equal fraction pieces according to the written fractions. 

=

=

=

Splitting Shapes

Fourths Sixths Eighths

Lesson 112 - Page 186

3
4

1
2

5
6
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Level 2 Math Lesson 113 - Page 190

Lesson 113 - Bonus Activity

Garden Harvest

+

+

+

+

+

= 20 

= 23 

= 20 

= 37 

= 56 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

+

+

+

−

−

−

= + + +

These addition and subtraction equations have fruits or vegetables in place of some of the numbers. 
Figure out what number is represented by each fruit or vegetable and write it on the corresponding line. 
Then solve the remaining addition and subtraction equations.

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity

key

= = 

= 

= 

= Key10

13

7

30 46

6

76

39

59
43

33

99

Level 2 Math Lesson 113 - Page 189

Lesson 113 - Student Worksheet

This city is full of skyscrapers, and the windows on the skyscrapers shown below are arranged 
as arrays. Without counting each window, find the total number of windows for each building 
shown below. You can use addition and skip counting as taught in the lesson.

Do not include the two circle 
windows in your total.

Skyscraper City

30 9

6 50

16 18

2 1 33

45 48

Lesson 113
Addition Arrays

Lesson 113 - Page 187Level 2 Math

Lesson
  Cutting the Cake
Let’s pretend that you are helping to throw a 
surprise birthday party for a family member. 
When it’s time for dessert, you and your mother 
bring out the cake. The cake is a delicious-looking 
chocolate cake with colorful sprinkles all along 
the edges. There are 27 people at the birthday 
party. If the cake is cut so that there are 5 rows 
and 5 columns, do you think there will be enough 
cake for everyone to have a slice? Have the child 
give his or her best guess if he or she thinks 
there will be enough slices. 

Using a pencil, draw lines on the 
cake so that the cake is divided 
into 5 even rows and 5 even columns. We could 
count out each and every slice to see how many 
slices we have total, but can you think of an 
easier way to figure out the total? Pause for 
response. How many pieces of cake are in one 
row?a Write the number “5” next to each row of 
cake and then an equal line and plus sign below 
the last 5. Since there are 5 pieces of cake in 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Add and subtract multiples of ten.

  Fractions:Fractions:
Shade in the listed amount.

Count by: 

11s to 110

Materials:
• standard supplies

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

613
− 30

792
+ 60

398
−       50

342
+  80

  219
−   20

134
+ 70

D J H

852 583 204

199 422 348

Lesson 114
Fractions in Nature

Lesson 114 - Page 191Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: fraction pieces

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Orange Segments
Searching for a healthy snack, Matteo pulled 
out an orange. He carefully peeled the orange 
and was surprised by what he saw: fractions! He 
could not believe that the orange was divided 
into nearly equal segments. He counted them to 
figure out what fractions they were. How many 
segments are in the orange?a What do you think 
we call the fraction when one whole is divided 
into 10 equal parts? Pause for response. It is 
called one-tenth. Write “s” on the dry-erase 
board. What is the 
top number of a 
fraction called?b 
What is the bottom 
number called?c

Matteo decided to eat one half of this orange 
now and save the other half for later. How many 
segments did he eat?d Sometimes fractions 
can be written in more than one way. We call 
those equivalent fractions. Write “w = A” on the 
dry-erase board. Another way to write five-tenths 
is one-half. Can you think of another fraction that 
also equals one-half? Pause for response. Next 
to “A” write “= G = e = Q” on the dry-erase board. 
Have the child display those fractions using the 
fraction pieces. Two-fourths, four-eighths, and 
three-sixths also equal one-half. Do you notice 
any patterns with these one-half equivalent 
fractions? Pause for response. Notice that in 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Subtraction:Three-Digit Subtraction:

  Fractions: Fractions:  
 Draw lines to divide each shape into fourths.

Count by: 

  11s to 110

Materials:
• standard supplies

• playdough (Bonus 
Activity)

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

  7 6   1
−     470

   4  3  2
− 2  9  7

Look for:Look for:

OptionalOptional
Nature Nature 
ActivityActivity

1 35 29 1

1213 16

Answers may vary.
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Lesson 115
Skip Counting by 12s

Lesson 115 - Page 194Level 2 Math

Materials:
• standard supplies

Lesson
Math Activity Box: One Hundred Chart, 
Numbered Game Cards, game mats (will vary)

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, dry-erase sleeve

  Twelves
The number 12 has been an important number 
used to symbolize things for thousands of years. 
In the Bible, 12 is significant because of the 
12 tribes of Israel and the 12 apostles. Today, 
we have 12 hours on our clock and 12 months 
in a year. Did you know there are also 12 sets 
of ribs in your body? Pause for response. Can 
you think of any other times when the number 
12 is used? Pause for response. There are 12 
members of a jury, 12 inches in a foot, and 12 
eggs in a dozen. 

  Counting by 12s 
Today, we are going to learn how to count by 
12s. We will use cartons of a dozen eggs to 
help us. How many eggs are in one dozen?a 
In this first carton, we have 12 eggs. Write 
“12” under the first carton at the top of the 
next page. One easy way to figure out the skip 
counting numbers for 12 is to add 10 to the last 
number counted and then add 2 more ones. 
If we start with 12, what is ten more?b What 
is two more than that?c Write “24” under the 
second carton. Two dozen eggs equal 24 eggs. 
To figure out the third number, let’s add a 10 
and then 2 ones to 24. What does that equal?d 
Continue this process until you have filled in all 
the blanks.e

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Subtraction:Three-Digit Subtraction:

  Fractions: Fractions: 
Identify each fraction by the amount colored in.

Count by: 

  11s to 110

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

  5 0 3
−        1     7 7

   9  4  5
− 6  5  8

287 326

9 11 48 31

10
7

8
5

6
4

Level 2 Math

Lesson 114 - Student Worksheet

Name 
that

Lesson 114 - Page 193

1. This 2D shape has 4 angles and just 1 set 
of parallel lines.

2. This 3D shape has 4 vertices and 4 faces.

3. This shape has 8 angles and 8 sides.

7. This shape has 4 lines of equal length 
and 4 angles of 2 different sizes.

6. This 2D shape has 6 vertices.

5. This shape has 2 circular faces.

4. This 3D shape has 6 faces.

8. This shape has 1 vertex and 1 face. 

  Word Bank:        Angle    Vertex        Face         Parallel

Rhombus

Cylinder

Octagon

Cone

Trapezoid

Cube

Hexagon

Pyramid

Use the name bank to complete the 
definitions and then match the clues 
to the correct shapes. 

The flat surface of a 3D shape is called a                        .

A               is a corner or point of a shape.           

                          lines are an equal distance apart and will never cross. 

The space between two lines that meet is the                                        .

SHAPE

Face

Angle

Vertex
Parallel

Materials:
• standard supplies

• 2 plastic cups, 
yarn, clothes 
hanger, hole punch 
(optional)

Lesson 116
Ounces and Pounds

Lesson 116 - Page 198Level 2 Math

Lesson
Standard Supplies: scissors (optional)

Optional Items: 2 plastic cups, yarn, clothes 
hanger, hole punch 

  Measuring Fruit
Think of the last 
time you went to 
the grocery store 
or to a farmer’s 
market. Sometimes 
the fruit comes 
in a bag or 
container with a 
certain number 
of fruit, but other 
times you can 
pick out the fruit 
individually and 
decide how many you would like to buy. In both 
cases, the fruit is sold based on its weight. 

Weight is how heavy something is. Everything 
on Earth has weight because of gravity. Gravity 
is a force that pulls things toward Earth. Weight 
is measured using a scale. Can you think of 
places you have seen scales used? Pause for 
response. Think of a recent time when you visited 
the doctor. You stepped on the scale, and the 
doctor told you how much you weighed. Do you 
remember what unit the doctor said after the 
number?a 

Just like you, other items can be measured in 
pounds. When we go to the grocery store and 
pick out fruits and vegetables, many times we 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition:  Three-Digit Addition: 

  3D Shapes:3D Shapes:
Draw a line from the name to the matching picture.

Cube

Sphere 

Cylinder 

Cone

Pyramid

Count by: 

12s to 144

Number Line Practice (optional) 

Using the Counting by 12s 
Number Line from the Appendix, 
have the child point to and count 

every 12th number.

       3 9 6
+        6   1  3

   5  8  7
+ 2  5  9

8 4 6 1,009

111
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Lesson 115 - Bonus Activity
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Level 2 Math

Lesson 116 - Student Worksheet

Balancing Shapes
Look at the shapes below. Draw shapes, according to their weight, to balance the scales 
shown. Be sure to use the shape that has not been used on the scale already. You may use 
two shapes to balance some scales.

Example

= 1 lb. = 2 lb. = 3 lb.

Lesson 116 - Page 201

Lesson 117
Regrouping Across Multiple Zeros

Lesson 117 - Page 202Level 2 Math

Lesson
Math Activity Box: Brick Cards, ten-sided dice 
(optional), 4 sets of 0–9 Numbered Game Cards 
(optional)

Standard Supplies: sticky notes, dry-erase 
board (optional), dry-erase marker (optional)

Optional Items: scratch paper

  Subtracting from Multiples of 100
Matteo gathered together all the ingredients 
he would need for the pepperoni pizzas. A large 
order had been placed a few days ago for a party 
happening later that evening, and Matteo’s father 
had put him in charge of gathering the correct 
number of ingredients. In front of him sat many 
bags of pepperoni. He and his father had sliced 
the pepperoni the night before and sorted them 
into bags of 100. He opened up two of the bags 
and carefully poured them on the counter.

Write the words “hundreds,” “tens,” and “ones” 
on three sticky notes. Place them on the table 
from left to right. Place the Brick Cards in piles 
of hundreds, tens, and ones off to the side. 
Let’s pretend these Brick Cards represent the 
pepperoni Matteo is using 
to make the pizzas. 

1. Matteo had 200 
pieces of pepperoni. 
He used 54 pieces 
of pepperoni for the 
pizza he made. How 
many pieces 
of pepperoni does 
Matteo have left?

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting:  Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Addition:Three-Digit Addition:

  Rounding: Rounding: 
Round the following numbers to the nearest 100.

         108            563               947

 

Count by: 

12s to 144

Materials:
• standard supplies

• scratch paper 
(optional)

100 Chart Practice (optional) 

Place the One Hundred Chart 
in the dry-erase sleeve. Have the 

child circle every 12th number 
while counting aloud.

          2  4  8
+        3   5  2

   707
+ 2      1    4

277                  398                    737

                              2         0      0 
	 −           5  4

9 2 1 600

100 600 900

300 400 700

111
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same steps as before, just extending the process 
one place value further. How many hundreds 
equal one thousand?i Guide the child in trading 1 
thousand-brick card for 10 hundred-brick cards 
and so on as you demonstrate regrouping on the 
equation. Have the child subtract the ones, tens, 
and hundreds and write the number remaining 
below the equal line. How many pieces of 
pepperoni does Matteo have left?j

  Subtracting from Multiples of 100
Have the child solve the following equations. If 
needed, the child may use the Brick Cards.k

  Regrouping Game (optional)
Shuffle 4 sets of 0–9 Numbered Game Cards and 
place facedown as a draw pile. Place a piece of 
scratch paper in front of each player. 

1. Player 1 rolls the 10-sided dice. Each number 
represents a number of hundreds. For 
example, if a 4 is rolled, it equals 400. 

2. Then Player 1 draws three Numbered Game 
Cards and makes the lowest number possible. 
The number created must be less than the 
number just rolled. If a smaller number is not 
possible, then place the cards at the bottom 
of the deck and draw three new cards or 
re-roll the dice so that the top number is 
greater. 

3. Player 1 writes the subtraction equation on 
his or her paper, solves it, and then writes 
the answer on the left side of the dry-erase 
board. 

4. Player 2 follows the same steps, writing the 
answer on the right side of the dry-erase 
board. 

5. Then the players compare their answers 
using the greater than/less than symbol. The 
player with the greater number gets 1 point 
and writes it at the top of his or her paper. 
Play continues for 5 rounds or until the cards 
run out. The player with the most points 
wins. 
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         6     0       0 
	 −   3 4       1                

                              3        0     0 
	 −        2    3    5

Lesson Answers: (a) borrow from tens, or regroup the tens 
(b) no (c) 146 pepperonis (d) 400 – 295 (e) no (f) no (g) 105 
(h) 1,000 − 752 (i) 10 hundreds (j) 248 (k) 600 − 341 = 259; 
300 – 235 = 65 

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Symmetry Picture #4

How? Finish the picture by copying the boxes 
that are on the left side onto the right side, so 
as to make a symmetrical picture.

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet
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same steps as before, just extending the process 
one place value further. How many hundreds 
equal one thousand?i Guide the child in trading 1 
thousand-brick card for 10 hundred-brick cards 
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equation. Have the child subtract the ones, tens, 
and hundreds and write the number remaining 
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Have the child solve the following equations. If 
needed, the child may use the Brick Cards.k
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place facedown as a draw pile. Place a piece of 
scratch paper in front of each player. 

1. Player 1 rolls the 10-sided dice. Each number 
represents a number of hundreds. For 
example, if a 4 is rolled, it equals 400. 

2. Then Player 1 draws three Numbered Game 
Cards and makes the lowest number possible. 
The number created must be less than the 
number just rolled. If a smaller number is not 
possible, then place the cards at the bottom 
of the deck and draw three new cards or 
re-roll the dice so that the top number is 
greater. 

3. Player 1 writes the subtraction equation on 
his or her paper, solves it, and then writes 
the answer on the left side of the dry-erase 
board. 

4. Player 2 follows the same steps, writing the 
answer on the right side of the dry-erase 
board. 

5. Then the players compare their answers 
using the greater than/less than symbol. The 
player with the greater number gets 1 point 
and writes it at the top of his or her paper. 
Play continues for 5 rounds or until the cards 
run out. The player with the most points 
wins. 
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         6     0       0 
	−  3 4       1                

                              3        0     0 
	−       2    3    5

Lesson Answers: (a) borrow from tens, or regroup the tens 
(b) no (c) 146 pepperonis (d) 400 – 295 (e) no (f) no (g) 105 
(h) 1,000 − 752 (i) 10 hundreds (j) 248 (k) 600 − 341 = 259; 
300 – 235 = 65 

   Bonus Independent Activity Bonus Independent Activity
Symmetry Picture #4

How? Finish the picture by copying the boxes 
that are on the left side onto the right side, so 
as to make a symmetrical picture.

   Student Worksheet Student Worksheet
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Lesson 117 - Student Worksheet

Who Made David?

The photo to the left shows a famous sculpture of David. It was sculpted 
from one piece of marble in the early 1500s. The Biblical figure stands in 
the Accademia Gallery in Florence, Italy.

Solve the subtraction equations below to crack the code 
and find the name of the artist who sculpted David. 
Remember to regroup. Use the Brick Cards if needed.

200
− 1 2 3

l =

300
− 2 5 1    

i =

400
− 1 9 8

a =

500
− 3 72

e =

600
− 2 8 6

g =

700
− 5 3 3

n =

800
− 4 1 5

c =

900
− 367

m=

1,000
− 6 8 4

o =

Who is the artist?

533 49 385 61 128 77 202 167 314 128 77 316
h

100
− 3 9

h =

10109900

6 1

1

Statue of David 1

Source1 : Photo by Jörg Bittner Unna [CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)]

77 49 202

1 28 3 14 167

385 533 316

M i c e l a n g e l o

19 19 193

194 195 196

197 198 199

Answers may vary.

1 2
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Lesson 118 - Student Worksheet

Circle which unit you would use to measure the volume for each example below.

Color the cups to equal the same volume shown in the first column. 

Spoonful of 
Medicine

Teacup Baby Bottle 
of Milk

Bathtub of 
Water

L    mLL    mL L    mLL    mL L    mLL    mL L    mLL    mL

Juice Box Pitcher of
Lemonade

Bucket of 
Water Raindrop

L    mLL    mL L    mLL    mL L    mLL    mL L    mLL    mL

Differences in

VolumeVolume

Lesson 118 - Page 208

Materials:
• standard supplies

• dropper, water or 
juice, and a small 
cup (optional)

Lesson 118
More Volume
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Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

Appendix Items: Mr. Gallon image (previously 
cut out)

Optional Items: dropper, water or juice, small 
cup 

  Volume Review
Measurement is an important part of life! 
People measure things every day for their 
jobs, their chores, or their hobbies. You have 
been learning about measuring volume. 
What is volume?a Let’s review the units of 
measurement that you have learned about 
volume so far. How many teaspoons equal 1 
tablespoon? Have the child fill in the blank 
below.b

  _____ tsp. = 1 Tbsp.

Place the Mr. Gallon illustration on the table. 
Do you remember the story of Mr. Gallon? 
Have the child tell the story of Mr. Gallon. 
Guide the child through the story as needed. 
(Refer to Lesson 103, if needed.) Then have the 
child fill in the blanks below.c

2 c = 1 _____    1 qt. = _____ pt.      

4 qt. = 1 _____

These are the units of measurement used 
within the imperial system. There is another 
system of measurement that uses groups of 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy: Mental Math Strategy:
Use expanded form to break numbers into tens and ones. 

  Rounding: Rounding: 
Round the following numbers to the nearest 10.

          319              547                869

Count by: 

  12s to 144

  36
−  1  2

  3   1
+ 5 8

  79
−3 4

  2 2
+ 6 5

  8 9
−3 3

  4 6
+ 5 3

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

392                  753                    613

45 89 24

99 56 87

320 550 870

390 750 610

30+4

70+9

Level 2 Math

Lesson 118 - Bonus Activity

Who Drives What?
Read each clue to find out which vehicle belongs to each parent. Place an “X” in boxes that cannot be 

that parent’s vehicle and a “      “ in the box that represents that parent’s vehicle.

1) Dan’s vehicle has a roof.
2) Jen’s vehicle is tall.
3) Ben’s vehicle is not blue.
4) Kate has a red vehicle.
5) Dan’s vehicle is the same color as Kate’s vehicle.

Clues

Jen

Kate

Ben

Dan

Lesson 118 - Page 209

) :

) :

) :

) :x x x

x xx

x xx

x xx

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 119

Review
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Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Volume Review
In our last lesson, we learned all about the metric 
system for measuring volume. Do you remember 
what a milliliter is? Pause for response. A milliliter 
is a unit used for measuring volume or the 
amount of a liquid. Do you remember how many 
drops of liquid are in a milliliter?a 

Do you remember the abbreviation for milliliter? 
Write “mL” on the dry-erase board. This is 
how we abbreviate milliliter when we are 
writing out the units. Erase the “m.” This is the 
abbreviation for another unit of volume that we 
have learned. What does the L stand for?b How 
many milliliters does it take to make a liter?c Is a 
liter a lot of liquid? Pause for response. It would 
depend on the purpose of the liter. Is a liter 
enough to have a good drink of water?d Is a liter 
of water enough to take a shower?e Have the 
child fill in the following blanks.f

________ mL = 6 L       1,000 mL =_____L

________ mL = 4 L      2,000 mL = _____L

  Story Problems
Today, we are going to work through some 
story problems that involve liters and milliliters. 
Whenever we are adding units together, what 
has to be the same?g Right, we can only add 
milliliters to milliliters and liters to liters. 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy: Mental Math Strategy:
Use expanded form to break numbers into tens and ones. 

  Money: Money: 
Compare the money by inserting the greater than 
symbol, less than symbol, or equal sign.

Count by: 

  12s to 144

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

  47
+ 3  2

  9  6
−   25

  53
+ 3  4

   7 6
−     1   5

  32
+ 5  2

   8 8
−   4  1

87 71 79

47 84 61

=

50+8

30+1

10+2

30+6

50+3

40+6

30+3

80+9

60+5

20+2

   30+4

50+3

   20+5

90+6

   30+2

40+7

40+1

80+8

   50+2

30+2

   10+5

70+6
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Level 2 Math

Lesson 119 - Student Worksheet

 1,000 mL
   792 mL–

   750 mL
   387 mL–

   340 mL
    162  mL–

   850 mL
    397 mL–

   900 mL
    7 1 9  mL–

   400 mL
    27 1  mL–

1 L =                  mL

Choose the unit that would most easily measure the liquid 
found in each item. 

Cup of juice

Swimming pool

Liquid medicine for a headache

Water used during a shower or bath

Gas in an automobile tank

Liter / Milliliter

Liter / Milliliter

Liter / Milliliter

Liter / Milliliter

Liter / Milliliter

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

Lesson 119 - Page 212

208 mL 363 mL 178 mL

453 mL 181 mL 129 mL

1,000
199 146 1 1312

1417 198 193

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 120

Give to the Other
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Lesson
Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

Note: For most children, mental math strategies 
come with time as they develop a strong 
sense of numbers and number relationships. 
Additionally, exposing children to different 
mental math strategies will help the child 
develop his or her own mental math abilities 
over time. Do not be concerned if your child 
does not pick up on mental math strategies at 
first; as you lay the foundation now, the ability 
will develop with time.

  Mental Math
Why do you think it’s important to learn mental 
math strategies? Pause for response. There 
are actually many reasons why learning mental 
math strategies is helpful in our lives. As you 
get older, you will have times that you need to 
solve a math equation but you won’t have paper 
to write the numbers on and the numbers are 
too large to count on your fingers. Shopping, 
traveling, planning a party or event, cooking, 
counting back change, planning your day, 
and so many more activities are more easily 
accomplished when we use mental math. 

  Venice, Italy
Today, we are going to learn the mental math 
strategy called “Give to the Other” while we learn 
about a city in Italy. Have you ever heard of the 
City of Water? Pause for response. The City of 
Water is actually a nickname given to the island 
city of Venice, Italy. In the city of Venice, people 
don’t travel by car or bus; they travel by either 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Add and subtract multiples of 100.

  Order from Least to Greatest: Order from Least to Greatest: 
       760, 754, 798, 713, 736

Count by: 

12s to 144

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

3    8   7
+   5 0    0

  7   1      2
− 40    0

2    3   5
+   30    0

 9  4 4
− 7 0    0

 1    4   7
+   8 0    0

  6   2    2
− 20    0

3 1 2 887 422

947 244 535

713 736 754

760 798
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Lesson 120 - Bonus Activity

9 5 7

3 1 2 8

2 6 8 3 4

When this ball is dropped, it can hit three numbers on its way down. The highest possible sum of those 
three numbers would be 19. Which path would the ball have to take to get a sum of 19? When you find 
the route, trace it with a red crayon and write “19” in the rectangle the ball would land in at the bottom. 

19
Level 2 Math Lesson 120 - Page 215

Lesson 120 - Student Worksheet

Floating Through the City
Solve the following equations using the Mental Math Strategy “Give to 
the Other.” You may solve the equation mentally, or you can use the space 
provided next to the equation to write out any numbers you need to solve 
the equation using this strategy.

Solve the following subtraction equations using regrouping.

68
+ 1 3

29
+ 45

1 3
+ 57

33
+ 38

700
−	1 2 4

400
−	209

505
−	438

8 1 74

70 7 1

5 7 6 1 9 1 6 7

196 193 194

+3 +2   10
+ 60

   31
+ 40

+1    30
+ 44

+2    70
+ 11
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Level 2 Math

Lesson 121 - Student Worksheet

The  App l e  Tr e eTh e  App l e  Tr e e
Using the colors shown on the right, color the apples on the tree. Start by coloring one apple each color 
shown, then color a second apple with each color, etc. When all the apples are colored, count up how many 
there are of each color and write the number on the line. Finally, fill in the blanks at the bottom to show 
how you divided the apples on the tree.

    +       +         +     +        +   +       +          = 40 apples

Lesson 121 - Page 219

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 121

Dividing Groups
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Lesson
Math Activity Box: two-color counting chips

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

  Visiting the Orchard
Matteo lifted the heavy basket of oranges into 
the back of the pickup truck and wiped the sweat 
from his forehead. Uncle Lorenzo grinned at him. 

“I sure appreciate you and your brother and 
sister coming down to help us harvest the 
oranges this week. Sofia and I could not do it 
without your help.”

“No problem, Uncle Lorenzo. We love to come 
visit.” 

Uncle Lorenzo patted Matteo on the back. He 
picked up a basket with oranges and handed it 
to Matteo. “Why don’t you take these oranges 
and share them with Marco, Gianna, and Sofia? 
You can take some of them home with you, too.”

Matteo smiled. He loved it when Uncle Lorenzo 
sent juicy oranges home with him. He carried 
the basket over to his siblings and cousin. They 
sat on the ground, and Matteo started handing 
out oranges. He started by handing 1 to Marco, 
1 to Gianna, 1 to Sofia, and then kept 1 for 
himself. Matteo continued handing out the 
oranges, one to each person at a time, until the 
basket was empty. Each child gathered up his 
or her oranges and headed inside to get a drink 
after their hard work.

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Mental Math Strategy:Mental Math Strategy:
Add and subtract multiples of 100.

  Money: Money: 
Write the amount of money shown using a dollar sign 
and decimal point.

Count by: 

12s to 144

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

  6  4  5
− 30    0

  5 3   4
+ 20    0

 9 80
− 6 0    0

  3   1    9
+ 40    0

 8  6 5
− 7 0    0

2    9   7
+   50    0

734 345 797

165 719 380

$13.53

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 122

Solving Two-Step Story Problems
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Appendix: Strawberry Chart page (previously 
removed from Part 1) (optional)

  Selling Strawberries

Matteo stood in the field, gazing at all the ripe 
strawberries. 

“They look delicious!” Matteo’s cousin, Sofia, 
exclaimed. Beside her stood Matteo’s brother 
Marco, his sister Gianna, and two of their 
friends, Roberto and Angela. 

“I brought the baskets we need,” Marco said, 
handing out the baskets.

“Let’s start picking!” Roberto and Angela said 
as they ran into the field. The children grabbed 
their baskets and raced after them.

  Strawberry Story Problems
Today, we’re going to follow Matteo and the 
other children as they pick, eat, and take the 
strawberries home. We have solved story 
problems in the past, but today we will be 
reading problems with two steps. That means 
we will have to add two times, subtract two 

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Subtraction:  Three-Digit Subtraction: 

  Numbers Before and After:  Numbers Before and After: 
Write the numbers that come before and after 989.

Count by: 

12s to 144

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

         6  2  3
−           1    9  6

   8 70
− 3 8  6

989

Lesson
Math Activity Box: Base Ten Bricks (optional)

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

484 4 27

988 990

1 1671 115
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Lesson 121 - Bonus Activity

What Time Is It?What Time Is It?
Color the clock that shows the correct time. 

12:06 7:32 9:18

10:30 6:47 3:51

Circle the correct time on the digital clock. 

1:26

5:08

1:05

9:02

8:59

9:59

12:20

4:02

3:40

11:08

8:58

11:42

     Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity

12 1
2

3

4
567

8

9

10
1112 1

2

3

4
567

8

9
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11 12 1

2

3
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567

8

9
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11 12 1

2

3

4
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8

9
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2

3

4
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8

9
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2

3

4
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8
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3

4
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8

9
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3

4
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8

9
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3

4
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8
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times, or add 
and then 
subtract. As we 
read the stories, 
listen closely 
so that you can 
identify whether 
we need to add, 
subtract, or do 
both. 

1. Matteo placed 24 strawberries 
in his basket. Sofia added 13 more 
strawberries to his basket. Then Angela put 
in 32 more. How many strawberries did they 
pick in all?

Reread the first sentence of the story problem. 
How many strawberries did Matteo pick?a 
How many did Sofia pick?b Are we adding or 
subtracting these two numbers?c Write “24 + 
13 =” vertically on the left side of the dry-erase 
board and have the child solve it.

Next, we know that Angela added more 
strawberries to the basket. So, we will start the 
next equation with the number of strawberries 
Matteo and Sofia picked 
and add the number Angela 
picked to that. Next to the first 
equation write “37 + __ =” and 
draw an arrow from the sum 
of the first equation to the top of the second as 
shown here. How many strawberries did Angela 
add to the basket?d Write that number next to 
the plus sign. How many strawberries did they 
collect in all?e Have the child write the answer 
under the equal line. 

Guide the child in solving the following story 
problems using the same method. 

2. Angela had 25 strawberries in her basket. 
Roberto poured in 18 strawberries. Gianna 
poured in 31 strawberries. How many 
strawberries does Angela have now?f

3. After the picking was complete, Roberto 
carried home a basket of 85 strawberries. 

On the way home, he stopped and gave 24 
strawberries to his church teacher. Then he 
stopped and gave another 36 strawberries 
to his piano teacher. Now how many 
strawberries does Roberto have left?g

4. Gianna had a basket of 72 strawberries. She 
ate 15 of the strawberries and then gave 29 
strawberries to her little brother and sister. 
How many strawberries did she have left to 
give to her mom?h

5. Sofia had 45 strawberries in her basket. 
Then Marco poured 37 more strawberries 
into her basket. As they all walked home, 
Sofia decided to give Marco 50 of the 
strawberries. How many strawberries did 
Sofia have left to take home?i

   2 4
+ 1 3
    37

     37
+ 

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Sudoku #5

How? Fill in the missing numbers in this Sudoku 
puzzle. There should be a 1, 2, 3, and 4 in each 
row, column, and group of four squares.

4

1

2

4

 Kinesthetic and 
Visual Learners

  For kinesthetic learners, have 
the child use Base Ten Bricks to 
represent the strawberries being 
added and subtracted.  For visual 
learners, have the child circle the 
correct numbers of strawberries 

on the Strawberry Chart. 

Lesson Answers: (a) 24 (b) 13 (c) adding (d) 32 (e) 69 (f) 74 
(g) 25 (h) 28 (i) 32

   Student WorksheetStudent Worksheet

1 3

2

3

3

2 1 4

3 1

24

Level 2 Math

Lesson 122 - Student Worksheet

Matteo and his friends and family are picking sunflowers for people and places in town. Read the two-step 
story problems below and solve to find how many sunflowers the children have.

–

+

–

+ –

+

– –

+ –

Matteo picked sunflowers on three different days. The 
first day he picked 12, the second day 24, and the third day 
24. How many sunflowers did Matteo pick in all?

Sofia picked 23 sunflowers after lunch, 11 before dinner, 
and 35 the next day. How many sunflowers did Sofia 
pick in all?

Angela took a basket of 65 sunflowers to town. She gave 
15 to the baker and 32 to the woman at the jewelry store. 
How many sunflowers does Angela have left?

Roberto took a basket of 83 sunflowers to town. He 
gave 45 to the church and 23 to the librarian. How 
many sunflowers does Roberto have left?

Gianna picked 45 sunflowers and Marco picked 52. They 
gave 63 sunflowers to their grandmother and the rest to 
their mother. How many did they give their mother?

Matteo picked 55 flowers and Sofia picked 34. They 
took 60 to the pizzeria and the rest to Sofia’s mother. 
How many did they give to Sofia’s mother?

Addition and Subtraction

Subtraction

Addition

Sharing Sunflowers

+ +
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12
24

36

36
24

60

23
1 1

34

34
35

69

65
1 5

50

50
32

1 8

83
45

38

38
23

1 5

45
52
97

97
63

34

55
34

89

89
60

29

Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 123

Section Review
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Lesson 

Math Activity Box: 4 sets 0–9 Numbered 
Game Cards, 2 sets 10 Numbered Game Cards, 
fraction pieces

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker

Appendix: Mr. Gallon page (previously cut out), 
Pizza Ninths and Tenths pieces (previously cut 
out)

  Mr. Gallon Review
Review the Mr. Gallon story. Have the child look 
at the illustration and tell the story. If guidance 
is needed, the story is provided here. Mr. Gallon 
was a farmer with many animals living on his 
farm. Mr. Gallon owned four birds called quail. 
One day, Mr. Gallon was organizing the food 
for his four quail. He placed two pails in front 
of each quail. Then he poured two cups of corn 
into each of the pails. 

Have the child relate the story to the following 
units and their equivalency to one another: the 
gallon, the quart, the pint, and the cup. Have the 
child fill in the equivalencies below.a

Daily DoseDaily Dose
  Today’s Date: Today’s Date: 

Write today’s date in numerical form.

  Skip Counting: Skip Counting: 

  Three-Digit Subtraction: Three-Digit Subtraction:

  Greater Than/Less Than: Greater Than/Less Than: 
Insert the greater than/less than symbol.

Count by: 

  12s to 144

Practice Ideas (optional) 
See the Skip Counting Ideas 
list in the About This Course 

section of the Part 1 course book 
for a variety of ideas.

         3  4  2
−           1   06

  7 0    1
− 6 5 7

   687       768     307       370

   94 3            934     808                          888

=

=

4 4 236

v v
vv
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Lesson 123 - Student Worksheet

Gathering GroceriesGathering Groceries
Find the food’s or drink’s equivalent by looking at the dairy section below. Write the number of units in the box.

  1 cup   1 pint 1 pint 1 pint

 1 quart 1 gallon  1 gallon 1 quart

=

=

=

=

=

=

Solve to figure out how much change you receive after paying for your groceries. Regroup when needed. 

Grocery Receipt #1 Grocery Receipt #2 Grocery Receipt #3

$1.50
$1.43–

$2.05
$ 1 .95–

$3.00
$2.2 8–
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16

4

8

4

1

3

$0.07 $0.1 0 $0.72

16 9 3 1

4 1 1 1 2 9 1
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Level 2 Math

Lesson 123 - Bonus Activity

Skip Counting Circles
Using a ruler, connect the dots within each circle. To connect the dots in the 
correct order, skip count by the number listed in the middle of the circle. If you 
would like, you may color the designs when they are complete.

16
72

48

24

80
56

32

8

64

40

8

72
45

18

81

54
27

90

63

36

9

9

6
48

30

12

54
36

18

60

42

24
70

49

28

7

56
35

14

63

42

21

76
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Materials:
• standard suppliesLesson 124

Section Assessment
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Lesson
There are 37 total points possible for this 
assessment. Anything below 30 points is less 
than 80%. Please see the “About This Course” 
section of the Part 1 Course Book for further 
information on administering assessments. 
The answers can be found in the Level 2 Part 2 
Answer Key found at www.goodandbeautiful.
com/mathhelps. 

Standard Supplies: dry-erase board, dry-erase 
marker, crayons or colored pencils

   Oral Assessment (17 points possible)
1. Have the child identify and write on the 

dry-erase board the following shaded-in 
fractions. 6 points possible

2. Have the child color in the following 
fractions. 3 points possible

3. One at a time, read the following story 
problems to the child and have him or her 
solve the problems on the dry-erase board. 
Remind the child to include a label with 
each answer. 8 points possible, 2 points 
each

• Asher had 32 newspapers to deliver on 
Tuesday morning. He delivered the first 
24 in one hour. How many does he have 
left to deliver?

• Jayden and Hannah sold 76 donuts on 
Friday and 65 donuts on Saturday. How 
many donuts did they sell on those two 
days combined?

• Emma had $3.50 to spend. She spent 
$1.98 on tulips for her mother. How 
much money does she have left?

• Matteo was measuring the lengths of 
the tables in the pizzeria. The first table 
was 124 centimeters long and the next 
table was 78 centimeters long. How long 
were the two tables together?

L

d D S

9
5

7
6

6
1

4
3

10
7

5
2

Materials:
• standard suppliesLevel 2

Final Assessment
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Final Assessment
There are 61 total points possible for this 
assessment. To earn a score of 80% or higher, 
the child will need to earn at least 49 points. 
Please see the “About This Course” section of the 
Part 1 Course Book for further information on 
administering assessments. The answers can be 
found in the Level 2 Part 2 Answer Key found at 
www.goodandbeautiful.com/mathhelps.

Note: This assessment may be split over two 
different days, if needed.

  Oral Assessment
Have the child look at each equation and tell 
you the answer without writing any work 
down. 6 points possible 

  Written Assessment
Have the child find the following differences 
without the use of manipulatives. 12 points 
possible

     3  6
+  4 0

        2  8
+  7 0

           5   1
+     2 5

         7 4
−   5 0

       4  2  3
+ 2 0 0

       5  3  7
− 3 0 0

1  8 − 9 = ____     1  3 − 9 = ____

1  5 − 8 = ____     1  4 − 6 = ____

1  1 − 7 = ____     1  3 − 5 = ____

1  2 − 8 = ____     1  4 − 7 = ____

1  3 − 6 = ____     1  7 − 8 = ____

1  6 − 7 = ____     1  4 − 9 = ____

24 623 237

769876

9

7

4

4

7

9

4

8

8

7

9

5
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Section 4 - Assessment Continued

  Written Assessment (20 points)
1. Find the difference. 8 points possible, 2 points each

2. Look at this tally chart showing the favorite colors of the children who attend Matteo’s church. 
Using the information from the tally chart, fill in the bar graph and the pictograph. 6 points for 
each completed graph.

       7  8  0
− 3 9 7

       1  000
−     6 5 2

       4 00
−  2 3   1

       5 0 5
−   1  4 9

   Bonus Independent ActivityBonus Independent Activity
Allow the child to pick any bonus activity he or she has 
previously done that he or she would like to do again. 

 No Student WorksheetNo Student Worksheet

= 2 children

Tally Chart Bar Graph

Pictograph

Colors
Red Green Orange Purple Blue Yellow

Favorite Colors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
1 1
12

13
14
15

N
um

be
r 

of
 C

hi
ld

re
n

Favorite Colors

383 348 169 356

176 199 11 93 194

8 newspapers

141 donuts

$1.52

202 cm
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Level 2 - Final Assessment

Have the child draw the time shown on the digital clocks. 6 points possible 

Have the child find the following sums. Remind the child to use dollar signs and decimal points.  
8 points possible (1 point per correct sum, 2 additional points for the correct placement of the dollar 
signs and decimal points)

Have the child find the following differences. 6 points possible

    5 : 0 4                10 : 2 5            6 : 4 7        

    2 : 2 8                  1 1 : 1 8              3 : 5 1        

     3  9
+   5  4

     9   4
+   2  5

     $  6. 3 8
+   $  0. 7 8

     4 8 5
+   3  1  9

     7  6 9
+   2 9  8

     $  5. 0 7
+   $    1  .9 7

    8  7
−  5 2

        6  4
−   49

          9  0
−     6 8

       9  0  3
−  4 5  5

       6  0  0
− 3  7  8

       3  7  4
−    1  9  5

93 119 $7.16 804 1,067 $7.04

35 1 5 22 179 448 222

1 5 1 8 1 6 2 1 9 8 1 9 5 
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Level 2 - Final Assessment
Have the child write the following numbers in expanded form. 5 points possible 

9 8 2 = __________ + ___________ + ___________

3 8 3 = __________ + ___________ + ___________

6  1  9 = __________ + ___________ + ___________

7 0 2 = __________ + ___________ + ___________

5 4 0 = __________ + ___________ + ___________

Have the child write the time shown on the following clocks. 6 points possible

   :             :             :          

   :             :             :          

6 20 8 55 7 23

3 33 4 1 2 9 39

900 80 2

300 80 3

600 10 9

700 0 2

500 40 0
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Level 2 - Final Assessment

Have the child write the amount of money shown. Remind the child to use cents symbols or dollar 
signs and decimal points. 12 points possible (2 points possible per answer—1 point for the correct 
amount, 1 point for the correct use of the cents symbol or the dollar sign and decimal point)

CongraTulations!
You’ve completed Math Level 2!

$14.62

$35.33$1.79

$28.95

$7.79$0.97

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 




